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NEWSPAPER HI8TORY
The Rockland Oazette was established
ln 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
ln 1882 The Free Press was established
ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

Muriatic Acid Ends Life
When Commitment To the
State Hospital Feared

Ralph S. O’Neill 66 of Thomaston
committed suicide Saturday morning
at 10:15 o'clock by taking muriatic
acid. Mr. O'Neill lived alone in the
F ♦ * «.«.*w.****^.***f| Borneman house on Knox street and
«•»
♦
True liberalism ls an attitude » i because he had been acting strangely,
♦ of mind, not a set. of opinions. — —
♦ Rev trvlng H Berg.' D.D.
♦ a commitment meeting was held Fri
day night. It was decided to take
him to the Bangor State Hospital
the following morning.
A total of 1.286.912 dead, dying or
Shortly after 10 o’clock, the chief
diseased elm trees have been de
of police, Edward P. Ahern, and
stroyed ln the fight to exterminate
Horace A. Keizer, taxicab driver,
the Dutch elm disease.
went to the house and getting no
response at the front door, went to
the back of the house. Appearing at
BEAUTIFUL
the window, Mr. O'Neill shouted that
MARY NOLAN
no one but an undertaker would take
of movie fame will be here
him from the house. Going to the
IN PERSON
front of the house, the two men
forced their way in and found O’Neill
collapsed on the floor. Dr. Oliver F.
Cushing was called but death occured within a few minutes.
AT
Dr. H. J. Weisman, of Rockland,
county medical examiner, was called
and pronounced it a case of suicide.
MARION BERGROW
The body was removed to the Cush
and one of Earle Carroll's
ing Funeral Home.
Vanities Girls
Mr. O'Neill had lived In Thomas
These three will pick the most
beautiful girl in thr hall who will ton for the past six years, removing
represent Rockland at the Old Or
to that town from Rockland. He
chard contest for the choice of
leaves no known relatives. Burial will
MISS MAINE
be at Elmgrove cemetery, Thomas
90*lt
ton, today at 4 o'clock.

THURSDAY NIGHT
JULY 30

OAKLAND PARK

YOUNG REPUBLICANS’ CLUB
MEETING AT COURT HOUSE, ROCKLAND
THURSDAY, JULY 30—AT 7 P. M.
A County-Wide Meeting—All Interested Cordially Invited
90-91

Warren Bi-Centennial Celebration
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, JULY 30,31
Thursday, Opening 9, D.S.T. Sports, Shawl Parade, Historical
Address by Judge E. K. Gould; Poem, "Weymouth's Landing," by
Robert P. Tristram Coffin.
Friday, Opening 9.30. D.S.T. Address by Ellis Spear. Jr., at An
tique Exhibit; Rand Concert. Colonial Pageant, with cast of 5(0;
Band and Chorus; Grand Ball.
Both Days, Antiques, Old Time Picture, and Warren Industries
Exhibit.

Admission to Pageant, Adults 25c; Children Under 12, 15c
Children Under 5, Free
Spectators furnish own blankets or cushions. If stormy Friday
to be Saturday P. M.; if stormy Saturday, Monday Following.
Taxi Service will meet all Thomaston buses both days
Taxi Service from Warren Village to Pageant Friday
Complete Programs, 15c each

OAKLAND PARK TONIGHT
BARN DANCE
UNCLE EZRA in Person with his
“KOUNTRY LADS”
FEATURING TILLIE TPfKHAM and “SIS" HOPKINS
OLD AND NEW DANCES
PIE EATING CONTEST—DON'T MISS IT!
ADMISSION «5c AND 35c

90* It

BREEZEMERE PAVILION

ON THE SHORE OF BEAVlWUL LAKE MEGUNTICOOK
AT LINCOLNVILLE CENTER
WEDNESDAY, JULY 29

LOU KYER.and hi* RHYTHM BOYS
SATURDAY, AUGUST 1

ELLEN SMITH'S ORCHESTRA
DANCING 9 TO 1 D.S.T.

ADMISSION: LADIES 25c, MEN 35c
90*lt

AUGUST SPECIAL AT THE

THE “LA TOURAINE” CRASHES

a

During the Month of August

Our

Duart Oil Permanents /
will be

$2.95
ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1064-M

90*lt

:: SIM’S::

NEW LOBSTER GRILL
Shore Dinners, Lobsters, Steaks, Chicken, Sea Food
Under the same management as Sim's Sandwich Shop
Plenty of Parking Space
Opposte Gulf Service Station
72T-Th-tf

THREE CENTS A COPY

ON THE BANKS OF THE MIRAMICHI

Volume 91....*........... Number 90.

VINALHAVEN STABBING AFFRAY

While Welcoming New Steamship Queen Mary Some Adventures In a Neighboring Province, Tennessee Man Runs Amuck At Dance Hall—
—A Photographer Fatally Injured
Three Men Cut
With the Elements At War
A radio message, relayed by the I ord between Boston and New York,
(By The Roving Reporter—First Installment)
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick was called fused to pay admission. An argu
new steamship Queen Mary Informed having covered the distance in 451
Sunday to Vinalhaven, where Deputy ment followed, in the course of which
until we were at Brown's Corner near
anxious Rockland listeners Sunday I minutes and having smashed a fiveSheriff Warren J. Billings and Con the man is alleged to have drawn a
Belfast. And then, oddly enough we
night that the well known airolane | year-old record.
stable Thomas Baum had taken into | jack-knife and stabbed Clarence Al
passed one at the Same time.
La Touraine, piloted by Captain Wil-1 “William Glover Reuter, treasurer
custody a man from Tennessee by the j len three or four times on the chin
Eggs Take A Jump
liam H. Wincapaw, had crashed into of La Touraine Coffee Company, S.
name of Lane South, who had run and breast. Allfcn, as complainant,
We made the Belfast bridge in amuck at the dance hall known as appeared in court liberally bandaged.
the ocean off Nantucket Lightship ■ k. Ames, Inc, and Kennedy & Co,
rith nine men on board.
1 inc, graduated from Harvard Colabout 40 minutes, and you will im "The Bungalow.” Sheriff Ludwick
South admitted that he was in
mediately exclaim that we were chartered Harold W. Look's boat toxicated, but says that Allen struck
Edwin T. Ramsdell, Boston Post ]ege in the class of 1913.
photographer received fatal injuries,
breaking no speed laws in doing that, Edna L, which gained newspaper him with his fist and that the knife
“Mr. Rueter was in the nut im
and never recovered consciousness.
but let me explain that enroute we notoriety the other day by so nearly was drawn in self defense.
porting business with Franklin Hall
stopped at Harry Brown's filling sta locking horns with President Roose
Others on board, all of whom suf- | Palmer, a classmate, until 1929 when
Two bystanders, Harold Chandler
tion opposite Hoboken school, had velt's yacht Sewanna. There were and Allen Waters, who sought to in
fered bruises and a shaking up were he sold his interest and went into the
William Glover Rueter, treasurer, La j chain store business as treasurer of
the "chevy" fueled and dolled up, no mishaps on this trip, however, and terfere, were also cut, but not seri
Touraine Coffee Company, S. K. S. K. Ames, Inc, and Kennedy &
I do not advise anybody to attempt listening the while to the sage re the sheriff had his prisoner back in ously.
Ames, Inc, and Kennedy & Co. Inc. Co, Inc. These two companies oper a duplication of the trip which I am marks of the proprietor, who at one Rockland in due season Sunday aft
South was held for the November
time occupied the same “den” as the ernoon.
Boston; Ezra S. Eaton, president- ate about 150 stores in the principal
term of Superior Court in the sum of
about to humbly describe; and this
two Lions he was then serving.
treasurer, Thompson's Spa. Inc, cities in New England. In 1931 he be
As unfolded before Judge Dwinal. $500. and had not obtained bail at
In the pioneering days of the au ln Rockland Municipal Court yes last accounts.
Brookline; George Mason field man came treasurer of W. S. Quinby Com sentiment is fully shared by my com
ager, Shobe Air Lines, and vice pany, manufacturers of La Touraine panion on that occasion, Edward tomobile it was considered quite a terday afternoon South appeared at
County Attorney Burrows appeared
president, National Aeronautic Asso coffee.
O'B. Gonia. The logbook which we stunt to go as far as Belfast at ali, the dance hall intoxicated, and re for the State.
ciation, Brookline; Francis W. Car“Both he and the president of the kept faithfully while Ed's "Chevrolet and later the man who made it in an
penter, 26. Associated Press staff La Touraine Coffee Company, Adrlel was bearing us into the northern hour almost got his name in the pa
per. Then somebody chipped 10
writer, Boston Bureau. Cambridge; U. Bird, have been aviation enthuslreaches of the Province of New minutes off the hour, and now I be
Herbert O. Stier, Boston Herald pho- asts for many years.
tographer, Weymouth; Walter S.
“George Mason, formerly aviation Brunswick showed a round trip mile lieve they do it in less than half an
Jordan, 48. Christian Science Monitor , editor of the Boston Transcript and age of 735 made between the hours of hour if Dan Pray isn’t looking.
A Stockton Springs farmer was ad
photographer, Weymouth; Capt. Wil- present publicity manager for the 6.45 a. m. Saturday and 7.45 p. m.
liam H. Wincapaw. 50, of Winthrop, United Air Lines and field manager Sunday, with abundant time out for vertising eggs at 42 cents a dozen
as compared with the 25-cent sign I
the pilot; Leslie Caln, 26, of Rock- for the Shobe Air Lines at Boston
eating and sleeding.
The log-1 had seen somewhere only a week be
land, Me, the mechanic.
Airport, is vice president of the NaThe story of the disaster, as told by , tional Aeronautic Association and book also told of a Dominion fore.
I noticed, this trip, that Bangor
Henry J. Keating, retired ship car he managed to crawl back to the edge
Francis W. Carpenter, Associated {last month received, along with Capt. which has less than 100 miles of sur
Press writer, also a passenger on the William H. Wincapaw, a certificate face road, and which at the time of has a signboard at Hampden, noting penter, who resides at 52 Mechanic of the embankment—a painful
some of the special points of interest street, and who is especially well process which left him in a badly
plane, follows:
of award for distinguished services our advent, -v.
there was half dust and |
“
“
ln that city. We tell the world that known in Masonic circles, had an ex exhausted and semi-conscious condi“The plane splintered to bits. For in aeronautics and aviation by the
half mud.
we have lime and fish, but the aver perience Sunday morning which , tion.
20 minutes we clung to the wave- Aero Club of New England. The
These letters—for there may be age tourist wants to know what he might well come within the "thriller"
A neighbor bound on a similar
washed pontoons until a rescue boa' citation said the award was given for
three
of
them
—
are
not
going
to
be
in
j
errand
found him in this predlcacan
see
in
a
strange
city
that
will
in

classification.
from the American Export Liner his world-wide efforts to improve
the nature of a Hard luck story, nor terest him. If I was a stranger here
He went early to thc edge of an ment, summoned an ambulance and
^xermont reached us.
public relations toward American
yet will they be filled with carping I should find the lime quarries won embankment to dump lobster shells, i Mr. Keating was conveyed to Knox
“Capt. William H. Wincapaw, who aviation
criticism. It is true that once we derfully interesting, yet nowhere do and stepping into an unseen hole [ Hospital, where an x-ray yesterday
piloted the big seaplane, said the ac
cident was unavoidable. He did not, BOSTON EDITOR HERE had to change tires in a town inno we say that for the benefit of the lost his balance and rolled down the i showed a clean break.
cent of street lights; likewise true that stranger in town. Later on in this declivity, sustaining a broken hip ln
Mr. Keating is convinced that con
at the moment, say what had
in following a detour we became story I may tell you what I found in the course of his downward journey. tact with the pail was probably re
happened. Wincapaw suffered nu
W. D. Sullivan Of the Globe hopelessly lost, and were three hours that handsome Board of Trade build Well along in the 80s Mr Keating sponsible for the broken hip.
merous bruises when he struck the
An unusually large circle of friends
is nevertheless quite an active man.
Was a Visitor In Rockland later in reaching the city of Moncton ing in Fredericton, N. B.
water. Likewise the rest of us were'
than we should have been. And
ls
"pulling” for his recovery.
The
threatening
clouds
had
left
His
shouts
failing
to
bring
assistance,
cut and battered as the plane hit the
Y esterday
there was that trifling matter of the the sky when we passed Belfast and
choppy waves.
lost number plate, a mishap which all along the Penobscot Valley we
"We had gone down from Boston
The Courier-Gazette office was
befell us somewhere between Monc saw mowing machines in operation,
to. meet the Queen Mary Ramsdell visited yesterday by a distinguished
ton and Saint John, and which re and farmers were surveying with
was taking a picture as we sailed
journalist in the person of William quired some little explanation as we much satisfaction their rapidly de
slightly in the rear of the Queen
passed customs at St. Stephen and veloping crops. Two farmers were
Mary's stern then our plane started D. Sullivan, managing editor of the
Calais. Oh, yes, and there was the mowing the old fashioned way, with
Boston
Globe,
who
with
Mrs.
Sulli

downward.
trifling inconvenience of shaving with hand scythes, pausing now and then
“The plane struck and started to van is spending the week al New Har
' ice water in a highly ventilated over to use the whetstone, wipe their
bor
in
Lincoln
County.
There
Mr
1 sink. We climbed out through the
night camp on the outskirts of Monc fevered brows and express their
cabin doors to the pontoons. Rams and Mrs. Sullivan are guests of their
ton.
opinion of the government.
daughter,
Mrs.
Russell
Stiles
of
dell was dragged out and held firm
(By Alena L. Starrett)
Scarsdale,
N.
Y.,
who
was
so
charmed
A
Rainbow
To
Rem<tnber
ly against a pontoon.
Invading New Territory
Warren is ready for the two-day old lace, one of unknown age.
“The rough water threatened to with New Harbor when she first
But these Roving Reporter trips arc
Passadumkeag citizens were watch
Warren is essentially a baseball
visited
it
nine
years
ago,
that
she
has
swamp us momentarily. Then we
not always cream pie, and I have ing with mild interest the assembling celebration in observance of the bi town, and nothing in connection with
saw a lifeboat from the Exermont. since been a summer visitor there con
learned to accept whatever comes of carnival tents and the accom centennial anniversary of its settle this week's celebration is exciting
In the stern an officer shouted to us tinuously.
ment. set for Thursday and Friday of
panying paraphernalia.
more attention—not even the Injuns
Mr. and Mrs. Sullivan motored to I with a degree of philosophy that I
to “hang on.' It seemed to be about
Across the river white smoke was this week. The well rounded pro
20 minutes from the time we struck Camden yesterday, stopping off at ! would never have deemed possible in pouring vigorously from the lofty gram ls sure to satisfy all from the —than the old timers ball game
which will be played Thursday after
the water until the boat reached us. Rockland that Mr. Sullivan might call the rash d?yt of my youth.
stack of a pulp mill—smoke that very old to the very young.
noon.
The crew of the Exermont gave upon the Globe's local correspondent.
Complete programs, containing the
Sufficient io siy that these minor spelled bread and butter for many
The age limit on the short end is
A
sports
editor
at
the
beginning
of
us dry clothing and the ship started
names of the pageant cast, the events
drawbacks were gloriously offset by workmen.
40 years, and there is nothing to
for its destination. New York, where his connection with the Globe, Mr.
The speedometer showed 111 miles the names of the various committees
we expect to dock shortly after noon Sullivan became city editor in 1889. the pure delight one experiences in upon reaching Lincoln, where the fa may be had at a small cost beginn prevent either manager from drawing
and, affectionately known as “Sully" riding over strange highways in brac vorite outdoor diversion consists ln ing Wednesday, in Rockland at from the ranks of the Three-Quarter
tomorrow.”
Supplementing the story of the dis held that position until ten years ago ing summer weather, and if we saw tending fox farms and watching Mt. Gregory's Clothing Store and Burpee Century Club. It is going to be a
grand exhibition with an aftermath
when he became managing editor, de nothing else than the rainbow which Katahdin.
aster the Boston Globe said:
and Lamb's; Thomaston at the
of music furnished by the creaking of
"Capt. Wincapaw is particularly ex veloping the Globe into one of the : burst upon our vision when the sun
At Lincoln we swung onto Route Brackett Drug Store; Warren at
well seasoned bones.
rose
out
of
the
Bay
of
Fundy
Sun

most
popular
newspapers
in
the
perienced in seaplane flying, as for
16 for Vanceboro, and after passing Selden Robinson’s Grocery Store;
The Warren
manager,
Herb
day morning we were amply repaid. Topsfield, I found myself in strange Gardiner's Drug Store; and the War
several years he operated out of country.
Thomas
has
gone
so
far
as
to
furnish
The
wind
was
northwest
when
we
In
a
discussion
of
political
affairs
Rockland. Me., making many daring
territory—a territory which can claim ren Branch of the Knox County
flights ln bad weather and at night he ventured the opinion that the left Rockland Saturday morning, or among its other belongings a fine Trust Company; in Union at the a tentative lineup, in which are
found E. Robinson c, Walker, R. Rob
in carrying the sick from the neigh country is in for a real Presidential to use Ed's nautical preciseness, collection of steep hills which cer Harold Fossett Store.
inson, White p, Durrell lb, Browne,
boring islands to the mainland. In election, and his views are based it was Nor' Nor' West. Whatever tainly must provide a great thrill if
It will be quite necessary to have
1935. he held the intercity speed rec- upon pre-election study by experts. the weathervane may have said, the they are used for coasting purposes. these programs to follow with under C. Spear. Averill 2b, T. Robinson 3b,
Massachusetts will go strongly for thermometer told a story which was
We saw a resort called “The White standing the various episodes and B. Robinson, Thompson ss, Crockett,
altogether too chilly for late July.
Landon and Knox.
Rabbit;" we saw a motor car which scenes of the pageant, "Pictures Cogan, Thomas, outfield.
OPENING OF THE
Fred Black, manager of the Rock
Two small schooners had sought carried a "Barrows for Governor"
From the Past" to be given Friday,
Jim—Politics mean nothing to me. j shelter for the night in Rockland sign; we saw tumbledown buildings and they will make very excellent land antiquarians, is more conserva
tive. He doesn’t furnish a lineup,
I'm going to vote for that fellow be harbor, rather a lonesome scene in galore.
souvenirs, having been carefully
SATURDAY, AUGUST 1
comparison with the fortnight before
cause I like him.
ROCKVILLE, ME.
ROUTE 17
From the tops of the steep hills compiled by Frank D. Rowe and the but admits that he will probably
Serving Home Cooked Foods
Hen—I understand you were going when this port bristled with sea which I have mentioned were ob other members of the program com draft his team from an array of
CHICKEN DINNERS ,
talent comprising Harold Karl,
to vote for him because he gave you planes and naval craft in order that tained some views which fairly made mittee.
CHICKEN BARBECUE
| Charles Thornton,, Thomas Chlsthe President of the United States us gasp, and we wondered again how
$10.
The day of sports will open at 9
Phone Rockland 352-3
Jim—Wouldn't you like a man who might be fittingly received. We far the vision carried. Were those daylight time Thursday; and will be I holm, Ed. Chisholm, Fred Black,
For Party Reservations
90*91
Earle Ludwick, Bert McLoon, Harry
heard more about the President in blue shadows which arose from thc
gave you $10.—Pathfinder.
continuous throughout the day with
Kenniston, Bill Flint (voice and all)
the course of our journeyings—this horizon 30 miles away or were they
various attractions as track for the
| time in Saint John where some folks 60? And did somebody say that
Dave Hodgkins. Ned Veazie. There
junior and senior classes; skeet
will probably be a few dark hosses.
I seemed to be in a state of consid- Maine's forests were being depopu
shooting; » pig race; Forget-me-not
1 erable excitement over the proximity lated? A whole regiment of woodMr. and Mrs. Clement Downs of
Girl Scout Troop drill; the Old
of a sister nation's chief magistrate. choppers could scarcely cut down in
Riverside Drive. Augusta will be at
Timers' Ball game between Rockland
An Expensive Barn
a lifetime all the trees we saw Sat and Warren; the shawl parade at the archery tournament, where the
TO VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
As we sped along the Penobscot urday. Logging operations were in Town hall; the archery tournament. American Round will be shot. Rib
bon awards will go to three winners
River there was ample evidence that progress at various stages in our The parade will be a parade of
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
journey but were scarcely making a models with music displaying all in the woman’s, men's and juniors
the “over-nights" had been doing a
classes In the tournament. Boys from
dent in the vast forests.
types of the beautiful old shawls,
land office business. Cars were be
the Medomak Camps at Washing
styles ranging from the shoulder
On the Wrong Road
ton are expected to enter the junior
side nearly every cottage, and there
shawls
and
scarfs
to
Paisleys
and
Gradually the highway became
event.
was still the Saturday and Sunday
narrow and rough, with a single tele
The memorial service and histori
traffic to draw from.
phone wire to keep It company. We round about us that we took the cal address will take place at 8
As we neared Springbrook Hill, had a close brush with a Massachu wrong road, and when we awoke to
o’clock at the Warren Baptist
on that high point of land which setts car which came suddenly over the situation found ourselves on the
Church with a poem, "Weymouth's
commands such a wonderful view up one of the rises. Looked one mo outskirts of Brookton headed straight
and down the Penobscot Bay, Ed ment as if we would surely lock up into Aroostook County. It meant
(Continued on Page Eight)
10 miles of extra roading for us, and
called my attention to a new barn horns.
?l>.
which is just being completed on
Why is it that some of the most lots of gasoline gone over the dam YOUR FAVORITE POEM
tKZ-L.. the place owned by Dr. Adams of luxuriant plants and handsomest But it was a joyous summer day,
If I had my life to live a rain I would
Bangor. Nothing unusual about a flowers grow by the roadside? There you could actually feel the pulse of
have made a rule to read some poetry
barn, you will say, but this one is were miles and miles of just plain nature. For the nonce we were as and listen to some music at least once
The loss of these tastes is a
costing the owner the tidy sum of weeds, but the handsome flowers carefree as the two does which sud alossweek.
of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
$11,000. has cement floors, plastered which they carried fully justified denly confronted us in the highway
THE DAISY-FIELD
walls, electric lights, and altogether their existence. What was it Thomas and then bounded into thc shrubbery.
a state of luxuriousness which did not Oray wrote ln his Elegy;
Reaching Vanceboro we found that Man looked upon the sky by night
And loved its tender azure, bright
exist in the barn where I used to Full many a flower la born to blush five hours had elapsed since leaving With many a softly beaming light;
unseen.
home, and that we had traveled 178 And sang his Maker's praises.
extract lacteal fluid from three pa
And waste Its sweetness on the desert
STEAMERS NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE
miles. Of the courteous customs offi “The sun declares Thee In Thy dread:
tient faced Jersey cows.
air.
But from the stars Thy peace ls shed;
cial
with the artificial finger, and of Would that by day they comforted!”
Traffic
was
at
a
low
ebb,
consid

At
a
cross
roads
filling
station
we
Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o'clock. Daylight Time, every Sunday
ering that it was Saturday morn had obtained specific information as what happened when we crossed the God heard; and made the daisies.
Morning, returning in the late afternoon. A beautiful sail through
ing
and already past 7 o'clock. Ex to how to reach Vanceboro, but Ed border I will undertake to describe All In a firmament of green,
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.
Their golden orbs now float, serene.
cept for the Camden bus we did not, and I became so much absorbed in' ln later installments.
Twinkling with rays of silvery sheeu.
776tf
To comfort him who gazes.
meet a motor car ol any description our conversation and what we saw
(Continued in Thursday's Issue)
—J. B. Fletcher

CALLED FOR HELP IN VAIN

Henry J. Keating, Well Known Southend Resi
dent, Has Trying Experience

CELEBRATION WEEK IN WARREN

Knox County, 200 Years Old, ls Going To Give
Big Show Thursday and Friday

“ROBBINS INN”

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS

LITTLE BEAUTY SHOP

598 MAIN ST,

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, July 28, 1936
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TOKEE-TIMIS-A-WEEK

Commander Murphy On1
MaineVisit Urged It Upon
Keep my commandments, and live;
and my law as the apple of thine eye.
Legionnaires
—Prov. 7: 2.
For President

ALF M. LANDON
of Kansas

For Vice President

FRANK KNOX
of Illinois

SHORKLEY TO RUN

Former Camden Physician In
Race For Congress In
Washington State

National Commander Ray Murphy j
of the American Legion was accorded i
a rousing big public reception at j
Bangor City hall on the occasion of
his much heralded visit to eastern !
Maine, the hall being filled to
capacity with Legionnaires, members
of the ladies’ Auxiliary and general
public from throughout this section.
A colorful preliminary was a [
parade featured by music by the
bugle and drum corps of eastern I
Maine Legion and Auxiliary units.
Commander Murphy, addressing
the City Hall throng, reported “great
progress on every front of Legion
activity" and urged building yet more
soundly for the new year; he ex
pressed profound gratitude for
loyalty and support tendered him
during the year past.
Speaking regarding the Legion's 1
legislative program, he stated that
the past year has been the most suc
cessful ever in this field. The pay- |
ment in full of the Adjusted Service •
Certificates he termed the winning of
a long fight to obtain common !
Justice for the World War Veterans, i
and also a victory in the important
field of public will.
The American Legion, he said, has
won two primary points in its pro- i
gram for peace, in the enactment 1
into law of its national defence pro- j
gram and of neutrality legislation;
but has so far failed on the third
point, the enactment of “an adequate
Universal Service Law," for which
he urged continued support, warn
ing of the horrors of a war today.
“We do not desire that our country
shall become militaritic. or that lt 1
necessarily shall attempt to comPete in armament races with warmad foreign governments", he as- I
sertedTne Legion head reviewed com
prehensively
the
organization's
avowed policies of Americanism, the
right of free speech; opposition not
only to communism but also any
other alien “ism" subversive of
America’s form of government; the
Americanism program among the
nation's youth; child welfare activi
ties for underprivileged children;
and community service work. He
warned of the over-zealousness that
might lead to un-Americanlsm
through failure to distinguish be
tween subversion and progress.
In closing, he urged a continued
drive for an all-time high next year
i in stabilized American Legion mem, bership, again stressing the public's
i good will as the organization’s greatest asset and necessary for reaching
Its' objectives under the banner of
unselfish service.

to hits, but the Thomaston swats
came more opportunely The score:

TWILIGHT LEAGUE

DRIVE FOR MEMBERS

“Nothing like
it for a cool,

comforting
smoke”

Every-Other-Day

JAMESON’S SPECIALS

Thomaston
Rare Thing Happens
ab r bh po a
Again; Camden Loses a Felt, ss .................. 4
2 2
Robbins. If .......... 2
0 2
Game

Grafton. If ....
Moody, rf .......
This Weeks Games
L. Sawyer, rf
Tonight—Camden at Thomaston.
Bohndell, cf .
Wednesday — Rockland at St Bucklin, c ......
George.
Condon, p ....
Thursday—Thomaston at Rock- Woodard. 3b
| land.
Jealous, 2b ....
Friday—Thomaston at Camden.
Woodcock, lb ......
Saturday—Camden at St. George.

0
1
0
2
1
3
1
2
1

Leadership Smoked Shoulders ................ ...... lb

1
1
0
0
1
S
2
2
10

Only three years ago Germany wa6
the subdued recalcitrant, restricted
from a standing army, a navy, and a
"sufficient" air force. The Allies were
determined to divest their assailant
of her weapons, and too, to arm them
4
selves—as they immediately started
to do after the war, and have done
38 12 13 27 13
e e • •
with increasing vigor ever since. They
Camden
overlooked another thing, apparently,
The League Standing
ab r bh po a
in Germany's disarmament—her pos
The race in the Knox Twilight
Weed, c ............
.
........
5 0 2 2 2
session of the unhappy Kiel Canal.
League continues to focus on second
E. Bartlett, 2b .... 5 0
Now. we learn, it is being elaborately
money. The standing:
Dailey, cf .............. 4 1
refortified.
W.
L.
P.C.
Wadsworth. 3b .... 5 0
We were a little puzzled to read
Camden .............. 12
3
.830
Wheeler, ss .......... 5 0
1
i
articles,
three years ago. of German
Rockland .....
7
5
.383
Greenlaw, rf .
2
0 ; rearmament—just the beginnings, the
Thomaston ......... 6
7
.461
Leonard, If ....
2
0 i brilliant little ideas of, for instance,
St. George .......... 2
12
.150
Bennett, lb ....
1 2 10
0 practice machine-guns lacking only a
Hamalainen, p
0 0 5
single part for super-efficiency.
Brown, p ........
0 1 2
Camden 28, St. George 12
A year passed, and the news brought
home to us the fact that “poor Ger
It was a bad day for pitchers at
41 6 12 24 13 7 many” was "poor" no longer, at least
Camden Saturday three of them be- ,
.... 0 0 0 5 1 0 5 1—12 in men and guns; and that Adolph
ing hit safely 48 times for a total of Thomaston
|
.... 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 3—6 Hitler had unshackled his Germany
71 bases. It is doubtful if that was Camden
\
Two
base
hits. Jealous, Weed, of the Versailles Treaty, and was
, ever equalled In Maine; certainly not Wheeler. Leonard. Base on balls, off j playing with fire.
In Knox County, even In those
I■
Months marched past the altar of
halcyon days when they played Hamalainen 3, off Condon 2. Struck
out, by Hamalainen 5, by Brown 3, Mars with every step in time to the
round ball.
Camden was on the long end of, *3-v Condon 5. Hit by pitcher, Jealous, drums, and men poured into the
the swatfest. but lt didn't look that Double plays, Wadsworth. Bartlett | Rhineland.
There things seem to rest. But sec' way in the first half of the first and Bennett. Umpires, Wotton and
inning when St. George scored nine F’^yler. Scorer, Jealous
runs. Camden cancelled six of these
Roekland 20, St. George 4
in her half of the first, making six
The Rockland Grays hit for a
more in the second and eight in the
total of 32 bases in seven innings at
third. About that time the fans be
Community Park last night, and
gan to think they were going to be
overwhelmed St. George with their
late at beans.
•
I onslaught. When I. Simmons failed
Daily and Lord each hit safely
to go after a fly ball in Rockland's:
five times, while Plaisted, Thomas:. .....
half of the seventh Umpire Fowler
and Mackie hit safely four times
called the game and left the field.
each. The tired fielders must have
Followed a long argument In which
resorted to arnica after that game.
i all of the players most of the spec
The score:
tators and several of the dogs parti-

A front page feature in the Mt.
•‘To my way of thinking, you can’t
Vernon Daily Herald of Mt. Vernon.
beat Prince Albert for downright
Washington, July 16, was the an
prime pipe smoking,” says Jack
nouncement that Dr. George ShorkKelly. ‘‘There’s a smooth, wholesome
flavor to it that you don’t find once in
ley, formerly of Camden, is a candi
a blue moon. And, as for being cool,
date for the Congressional nomina
there’s nothing like it. Reckon that’s
tion in his district. The Herald said:
on account of the ‘no-bite’ process
“Skagit county residents will next
that takes out every trace of sting
and rawness.”
September have the opportunity for
the first time to vote for one of thenSmoke 20 fragrant pipeful* of Prince Albert.
If you don’t find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe
own citizens for the high position of
tobacco you ever smoked, return tke pocket
Congressman from the Second Dis
tin with the rest of the tobacco in it to us
trict—Dr. George Shorkley of Mount
at any time within a month from thia data,
and we will refund full purchase price, plus
Vernon. The prominent local physi
postage, iSigned R. J. Reynold* Tobacco
cian, war veteran and lodgeman, to
Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
day formally announced that he will
Prince Albert is also great for“makin*an
be a Republican candidate for the
cigarettes.
position now held by Mon Wallgren,
of Everett.
Declaring he had no political am
bitions, Dr. Shorkley said his entry
into the race was actuated by an
THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE
“impelling motive to try to focus the
forces that make for the protection
and preservation of the constitution
SECOND DISTRICT
of the United States.”
’’He Is the third Republican to
Smith's Election Depends
SI. George
: cipated.
enter the race for the position
The scorebook shows at least two
Upon the Effects Of Leck
“Few people have had wider ex
ab r bh po a e
1 unusual performances. One was the
periences in life than has Dr Shork
Monaghan,
cf.
lb
5
3
3
5
0
emby's Candidacy
0 hitting of Chuck Ellis, who made 12
ley. He served in the Spanish Ameri
I. Simmons. If ..... 5
0 bases in five times at bat—a single,
can and World Wars, was assistant
The Second District is reasonably M. Simmons, lb. p
1 two doubles, a triple and a home
director of an archeological expedi
sure to elect Clyde H. Smith as Con Smalley. 2b .........
0 run. It Is doubtful if that record
tion sent by the federal government
gressman. according to Fred K Owen Mackie, c .............
1 has ever been equalled on a Rockand Harvard university on the
political editor of the Sunday Tele Anderson. 3b .....
0 land ball field. “Car Smith also
Isthmus of Panama, and he was a
gram. who writes:
Wiley, ss .............. 5
0 staged a paradoxical stunt, being at
member of the Ziegler polar expedi
“When I was in Augusta last week Auld, rf, cf ............ 5
[0 -bat no times, and scoring four runs.
talking politics with those I happened Colbath, p ............ 2
tion which was trapped in the north
2 In four times at bat he was hit once
to meet. I found considerable specu Baum, lb. rf ...... 3
ern extremity of Franz Josef Land,
L and walked three times, all of which
lation as to what the result would be
now Lenin Land, for nearly three
in the race for Congress In the Sec
years, between 1902 and 1905.
47 12 17 24 10 5 are not scored as times at bat.
Walter Dimick was also a busy
ond District which is between Clyde
“Then also he has served as grand
Camden
I man last night making a single,
H Smith, the Republican nominee
commander of the Grand Commandab r bh po a
double and triple, and taking all of
and J. Clarence Leckemby, the
ery. Washington Knights Templar,
Townsend Plan nominee, Ernest L. Plaisted. 2b ....... a 7 4 4 2 3
his chances on the port side of the
and he is now commander of the
McLean, the Democratic nominee Dailey, cf .............. 7 5 5 2
field.
Mount Vernon post, Veterans of
5 5 1
Foreign Wars and a member of the
and Raymond Rogers the Union Lord. 3b ..............
The score:
Thomas, c .......... 7 3 4 10
Party candidate.
flount Vernon Legion Post.
Rockland
1 7
“Those with whom I talked ex O. Wadsworth, lb 5
The local man was born in Lewis
ab r bh tb po a
6
pressed the opinion that Mr. Smith Wheeler, ss ........
burg, Pennsylvania, on November 21,
s
Gay. ss ............ 3
7
was reasonably sure of the election. Greenlaw, rf ......
1871. After completing his prelimi
Dimick. If ........ 5
No one thinks that Mr. Leckemby can Leonard,«lf . .......... 6
nary education, Shorkley entered
U. S. SAVINGS BONDS
Oney, 2b .....
0
be elected, but it is admitted that Stahl, p ..............
Bucknell University, where he studied
Gray, rf .....
6
3,0
civil engineering and premedics, Here’s Information That Will there does exist the possibility, even E. Wadsworth, p
5 12
Ellis, cf ......
0
0 0
though remote, that the Pittsfield Weed z ..............
graduating in 1892 While In that
3 10
| Connon. lb
Doubtless Interest Many candidate will draw enough votes
institution. Shorkley starred ln foot
Lowell,
58 28 31 26 10 "5 1—• P ....
from the Republican nominee to let
ball. baseball and track. Christie
Readers
; Smith, c . ....
z
—
ran
for
E.
Wadsworth
in 1st,
Mr.
McLean
by.
Mathewson, famous baseball player
Spofford, 3b
The announcement that the half
"About all that Mr. Rogers is ex 2nd. 7th Innings.
was a freshman at Bucknell when
x—bunted on third strike.
billion dollar mark, maturity value, pected to do is to draw some votes
Shorkley was a senior.
33 20 16 32 21 11
“After following the profession of of United States Savings Bonds had that otherwise might go to Leckem St. George .... 9 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1—12
SL
George
civil engineer for several years, and been reached, was released by the by. Mr. Smith is very strong in his Camden ...... 66804220 x—28
ab r bh tb po a
Two base hits. Dailey. Thomas,
own county of Somerset and Kenne
after returning from duty as a first Treasury Department July 10.
Monoghan, cf . 4
Mackie.
I.
Simmons,
Anderson,
O.
Records show a 50 per cent in bee Republicans tell me that he will
lieutenant in the infantry ln the
I. Simmons, If
3
Spanish-American war, Shorkley en crease in average daily sales this year carry that county which is expected Wadsworth, Lord. Three base hits, M. Simmons, lb, p 4
rolled at Hahnemann Medical College over those of 1935, while average daily to be strongly Republican this year M. Simmons. E. Wadsworth, Wheeler, Smalley, 2b
4
and hospital of Philadelphia and sales in July are approximately 75 even to the extent of electing Repub Monaghan. Dailey. Home runs, Mackie, c ..
4
lican representatives from Waterville Thomas and Dailey. Base on balls, off
percent ahead of July, 1935.
graduated with honors in 1899
Wiley, ss ......... 3
Colbath
2.
off
M
Simmons
2.
off
That
is
rather
a
high
ambition
but
To date there has been issued ap
“That same year he took up the
Anderson, 3b .... 3
practice of medicine at Camden, proximately $1,700,000 savings bonds. it has been done. Mr. Leckemby, bv Stahl 3, off E. Wadsworth 1. Struck Auld, rf .......... 1
out,
by
M.
Simmons
6,'
by
E.
Wads

Maine, and remained there until he As the limitation to individual own- the way, will open headquarters in
Pease, p .......... 1
worth 9. Hits off Stahl 2 in o innings,
came to Mount Vernon in 1913, aside | ership is restricted by law to $10,000, Augusta within a short time."
Lowell, rf ....... 1
■
•
•
•
off
E.
Wadsworth
15
in
9
innings,
off
from the time spent In the Arctic maturity value, issued during any cal
Polkcy.
p, rf, lb 3
Dr. Townsend told followers of his Colbath 11 in 2 innings, M. Simmons
endar year, the sales have been at
with Ziegler.
“When trouble broke out on the tained only through wide distribu $200-a-month pension movements in 20 in 6 innings. Winning pitcher. E.
31 1 9 13 18 9 3
Mexican border in 1916 and when the tion to investors throughout the na Worcester, Mass , Sunday that he Wadsworth. Losing pitcher, Colbath. Rockland .......... 0 6 5 1 2 2 4—20 j
United States entered the World tion. While United States Savings would throw his support to Lemke. Wild pitches. Wadsworth and Col St. George .......... 0000202—4'
War. Dr. Shorkley. always a patriot Bonds are sold in denominations from Union Party candidate for President. bath. Umpires. Fowler and Bartlett.
Two base hits, Dimick, Ellis, Spof- '
• • • •
of the first water, was among the $25 to $1000, maturity value, the $100 It was the first time he had publicford. Three base hits. Ellis, Dimick.1
first to answer the call to arms. He maturity value bond— $75 purchase , ly declared himself for Lemke.
Thomaston 12, Camden 6
Connon. Monaghan. Home runs,
The Lemke endorsement, he said
served on the Mexican border as a price is proving to be the most popu
At Thomaston Sunday the home Ellis, Gray. Base on balls, off Lowell;
captain of the medical corps and lar, especially among those who are embraced a merger of the Townsend team defeated Camden on the 1, off Polkey 1. off M. Simmons 5. |
when the troops left here for France, purchasing savings bonds under the and National Union for Social Jus strength of two big innings, ln each Struck out, by Lowell 2. Hit by I
he was commander of Company F. new regular purchase plan recently tice groups and "dissatisfied Repub of which five runs were scored. The pitcher. Smith. Double play. Smalley. ]
During his service in France, he was announced by the Treasury Depart licans and Democrats" into one teams were on about even terms as Wiley and Simmons. Umpires Fowler 1
third-party movement.
ment.
promoted to the rank of major.
and Mealey. Scorer. Winslow.
“Few people are better known or
Many who are now putting aside
Repudiation of debts was held up ,
more highly respected than the in savings (bonds a portion of their
“Why?" asks a woman at a social
Mount Vernon man. He is recog present income for future needs are to 15.000 farmers of drought bitten
workers' meeting, “do children now
nized as one of Mount Vernon's lead doing so with the express intention I North Daokta and Eastern Minnesota J
BUY
adays go out so much at night?” Well,
ing public spirited citizens and his of creating funds for the education of 1 Sunday by Father Coughlin as the :
we are not a specialist in social work,
only
alternative
to
election
of
Lemke.
entry into the race will be welcomed children, care of dependents, creation
which as we understand it is the sci
by thousands who will be glad of of cash estates, for travel and future Union Party candidatet for Presi
PASSENGER—TRUCK
ence of minding other people's busi
the opportunity to vote for one of recreation. United States Savings dent. “If William Lemke is not borne j ALL SIZES
PRICES RIGHT
ness and getting paid for it, but as a
USED CARS
their own people for congressman.
Bonds may be redeemed at any time into the White House in November," 1
humble layman we would suggest that
BOUGHT AND SOLD
after 60 days from date of issue, and the perspiring radio priest shouted, I
children go out so much more nights
“
there
is
only
onc
thing
for
you
1
the redemption value is never less
“SOME BERRIES
than they used to because they are
than the purchase price. Only about farmers to do. That is repudiate [
RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND afraid to stay at home alone.—Cor
your
debts
and
repudiate
anyone
who
j
3 percent of the total amount of bonds
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
57Ttf vallis Gazette-Times.
tries to enforce them."
The summer of 1886 must have issued to date have been redeemed,
been a grand one for berry pickers. showing a commendable determina
available, and interesting, (copy post
PARI-MUTUEL BETTING
Dad raised strawberries in his tion of the part of the investors to
ed in lobby) and similar statement
hold
them.
garden. Nature and Turkey Woods
Previous to May 1, 1936, purchases furnished by central depository offices
provided him with blue, black, rasp
in
Maine alone by investors were well of each state, showing sales by coun
and huckleberries. From July 16,
1886 to Sept. 3 1886 I found by the over the million dollar mark; while ties. or tewns and cities would prove
record that he picked 111 quarts and Maine sales for May. totaling $84,675, of interest in all communities.
23 pounds of berries. (“A pint for a exceeded by $5900 the average month
WEDNESDAY, JULY 29 and
ly sale during the past 14 months.
pound," said the old lady).
SATURDAY, AUGUST 1
While the majority of local inves
I am broadcasting the fact that
NOW I DRINK
Leave at 7.50 A. M. Daylight Time
Arrive at 11.37 A. M. Daylight Time
is “some berries." I know well those tors are purchasing the smaller de
COCKTAILS
Returning
berry-picking expeditions. It was a nominations of bonds, as a measure
Lv.
Old
Orchard
at 6.30 P. M. D.S.T.
Alcoholic
Acidity
Goes
good walk from our Chateau to of systematic savings, several, having
;> New Fast Track and Fast Horses
in Jiffy with Bell-ans
purchased
the
$10,090
maturity
value,
Turkey Woods and return. But that
(1 Go in Comfort by Train
S Only Few Minutes Walk to Track
was nothing to Dad, for he loved to legal limit, have expressed regret;
that further investment was not pos
walk, like Thoreau.
ROUND TRIP
sible, within the year.
FROM ROCKLAND
Boze
Figures showing sales by States are
Somerville, Ma*., July 25

SAVE MONEY!

RETREAD TIRES

Fancy Native Broilers................................. ...... Ib .32
Fancy Native Fowl ..................................... ...... lb .30
Green Peas .................................................... .. peck .49
These peas are fancy, sure to please you.

Native Green and Wax Beans.................. .. 2 qts
Native Carrot* and Beets......................... bunch
Ripe Tomatoes ............................................. ...... lb
Fancy New Potatoes................................... .. peck
Gravenstein Apples For Cooking
Fancy Pears and Peaches
Jumbo Rocky Ford Melons...................... .. each
Honey Dew Melons, ripe........................ .. each

$2.90

.15
.05
.10
.49

.15
.29

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL 17

again with her; that Italy Is very
probably an ally of both.
Taken up as our attention Is with
election, Spanish revolts, Japanese
espionage, those many miscellaneous
articles may be hardly worthy of no
tice But if the system of martial
•yelea ts lo be considered, we have
not heard the last of Germany.

ond and third-page articles, some
times apropos notices ln the late news,
mention. If we notice, that Naziism is
flooding Southwest Africa; that the
free city of Danzig, defenseless and
battered from all sides by the marvel
ous efficiency of German propagan
dists, Is a likely vlctttn for Hit lor;
that Germany's old ally, Austria, is

I

—and there'll be good things to eat
’cause Mom does her shopping at
the NATIONWIDE STORE.

Wq Co

-A

-=JULY 87—AUG. 1

SILVER NIP—UNSWEETENED

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 2lifs19<
DOLE'S

PINEAPPLE JUICE 2«nS27c
CAMPBELL'S

2&&15c

TOMATO JUICE
NATION-WIDE—"BLUE BAG"

COFFEE

.

LB

15c

kg

33c

.

.

CHEF BOY-AR-DEE—TUMBLER FREE

SPAGHETTI DINNER
NATION-WIDE—CREAM SALAD

/------------------------------------------------------- >

9 oz,
JAR

10c

MUSTARD...............................
FISH CAKES

.

.

KELLOGGS

CORN

NATION-WIDE—JUST HEAT AND SERVE

.

CANS

FLAKES

23c

2

1 5c

PKGS

<___________________

Jhwcke&H,

i

—

UNDERWOOD'S

2

DEVILED HAM

GOLD FLAKE

25c

Peanut Butter

AKO
6>/i OZ
CAN

CRABMEAT
RATH'S—Something Different

SPREAD

lor

.

.

23c

1 5c

LB JAR

Sendwichet
6 OZ

.

2«ns19c

LIGHT MEAT-GREAT FOR SALADS

TUNA FISH

.

■ CAT? 15c

.

HOLSUM—PURE RASPBERRY, STRAWBERRY
5>4 OZ
PRESERVES
JARS

OuZd/u/ru.

D&Luqht

19c

BIG

SILVER SLICE—Delicious Served Chilled

GRAPEFRUIT

.

CAN1

14c

NATION-WIDE—PEA, YELLOW EYE, RED KIDNEY
TALL
BAKED BEANS
.
.
CANS

2

KNOX

.

MACARONI

.

1 LB
PKGS

.

COOL

GLASSES

NO1JJ

.

<-------- Sunshine

27e

EDGEMONT<

19c

SNIDER'S—GIVE A MAN SNIDER'S CATSUP

CATSUP

IT'S DIFFERENT

■

.

1402 1E
I 5C

BOTTLE

DELICIOUS AND PACKED WITH NOURISHMENT

PKG

GRAPE-NUTS

17c

Ib^SERViNGSTO A PKG

VACATION COOKIES
A SUGAR COOKIE
11
THAT CHILDREN LIKE Ib.

MILLER’S GARAGE

OLD
G ORCHARD k
BEACH

.27

You should try these shoulders; they are good.

IQr
I *7

CLUB

CLICQUOT

GINGER ALE

STRAINED VEGETABLES

28&19c

qtl15c

(PLUS DEPOSIT)

SPECIAL

CANS

19c

' OOD LUCK

LEMON PIE FILLING

PKG

9c

LILY CHOP
TEA

STRONGHEART

DOG FOOD

r

.

.

.

AEROXON FLY COILS

CANS

4

23c

A DISTINCTIVE BLEND
CANISTER

FOR

33c

9c

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

Every-Other-Day
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Mr. and Mrs. Ernest W. Oxton of
East Braintree,‘Mass, are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gregory, Center
street.

Miss Ruth Clark and Mrs. Samuel
Sezak attended the State Conven
tion of Pi Beta Phi fraternity at Bel
grade Hotel Sunday.

t
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

July
29—Rockport—Baptist Ladies
Clrcie midsummer lair.
July 29-South Thomaston—Church
fair, afternoon and evening at Grange
had...
.
~ w
July 29—Waldoboro—Woman's Club
lawn party at Gay premises. Main St.
July 30-31 — Warren's bl-centennlal
celebration.
i
July 31—(2 to 8:30) Educational Club
picnic at Mr6 E M. Lawrence's "Rose
Cliff." Beech street.
Aug 3—Order of Eastern Star Field
Day at Olen Cove Orange hall.
Aug 4—Reunion Class 1911, R. H. 8.
at Crescent Beach.
Aug. 4— Rockport—Concert by Curtis
Institute artists, benefit Methodist
Church, at Rockport Town hall.
Aug. 4—Lawn party and supper on St.
Bernard's Parish lawn by combined
parishes of Rockland, Thomaston and
Camden—afternoon and evening.
Aug. 5—Camden—Annual bazaar of 8t.
Thomas parish
Aug. 5—Republican whirlwind tour In
Knox County.
Aug. 6-8—Rockport—Carnival-Regatta.
Aug. 12—Owls Head—Church fair.
Aug. 12-13 — Thomaston — American
Legion fair
Aug. 29—Warren—State field meeting
of the Knox Academy of Arts and
Sciences.
Aug 20 — At Warren — Mid-summer
concert at Baptist Church
•*>
Aug 21—Warren—Dedication of the
Knox (State) Museum.
Aug
21—Thomaston—Play.
Broken
Dishes.' at Watts hall, benefit Public
Library.
Aug 24—Summer visitors' day at Old
Orchard Beach.
Au» 24-29—Bangor Fair.
Aug. 26—Martinsville—Ladles' Clrslk
fair at Crange hall.
Aug 25-27—Lincoln County Fair at
Damariscotta.
Sept
1-4—Central Maine Fair at
Waterville
Sept. 7-9—Bluehill Fair.
Sept. 7-12—State Fair at Lewiston.
Sept. 11-12—Monroe Fair.
Sept. 15-16—Unity Fair.
Sept
17-18—Biblical
dramB, "The
First Commandment" at the Methodist
auditorium.
Sept. 29-Oct. 1—North Knox Fair at
Union.
Oct 13-15-Topsham Fair.

Miss Katherine
Nylander
of I
Rochester, N. Y., is in this city
studying ballet and tap dancing with
Elise Allen Comer.

Mrs. Frank E. Prescott, vacation
ing from her duties in the office of
Lincoln McRae, is spending a week
at Old Orchard Beach.
Mrs. Forest Pinkerton and children
have returned to their Rockland home .
following a vacation visit of several
weeks with relatives ln Bic'deford and
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McAuliffe,
daughter Marguerite and son Ronald
of Winthrop, Mass., and Randall
Brennan of Lynn are vacationing at
Coopers Beach.

THE YOUNG REPUBLICANS

A county-wide meeting of
young Republicans is called for
Thursday night at 7 o'clock at
the Court House, All interested
persons are most cordially in
vited. It b ixpocted that Ron
ald Bridges, brother of Gov. II.
Stiles Bridges, of New- Hamp
shire, will speak. Mr. Bridges
has traveled widely in New Eng
land in the interests of young
Republicans' Clubs. Matters of
special interest to every Repub
lican in Knox County will be
discussed. The latch string is
out. C'm'on up!

The annual Eastern Star field day
will be helc^at Penobscot View Grange
hall Monday. Aug. 3. Those at
tending are asked to take dishes and
If not solicited to contribute sweets

Misses Joan and Claire, daughters
Baseball proved a strenuous sport
for Patrolman Hatch's daughter Hes of Bart Kirkpatrick of Lewiston spent
ter, who is laid up with a broken an enjoyable week with their grand
mothers, Mrs. C. C. Kirkpatrick, at
collarbone as a result of it.
the Brunswick Rooms and are re
City Clerk E. R. Keene, who was turning home today.
taken 111 several weeks ago, is able
to be up and around the house. A
After taking part in the Warren I
complete rest is prescribed before bi-centennial pageant Friday for |
resumption of his official duties.
which she is to stage the dances, Mrs.

William Reed and James Lawrence,
veteran employes of the Limerock
Railroad, have been retired on pen
sions. James L. Curtis retired Aug.
31.

James A. Hollinger, veteran secret
"service operative attached to the
White House staff, died suddenly of
heart disease Sunday aboard the
Coast Guard cutter Pontchartraln,
enroute to Bar Harbor. Mr. Hol
linger was at Rockland during the
President’s visit here.

The Maine Highway Safety Cam
paign will be brought to the atten
tion of thousands of Maine citizens
and out-of-State visitors attending
Skowhegan Fair during the week of
Aug. 17 by way of motion pictures,
illuminated charts and lectures. An
auditorium will be provided for
showing of safety motion pictures on
both sound and silent machines.

Work at the Public Landing will
cease within a fwe days, but Mayor
Thurston hopes to see it resumed in
the fall, with a view to completing
the splendid work which has been
done there. Meantime the Public i
Works program Will shift to side;
walk repairs throughout the city.
This is sadly needed in Rockland*
and the early tackling of the big job
will be hailed with approval.

Elise Allen Corner will leave immedi
ately for New York where she will
attend the convention of The Danc
ing Masters of America. She will
also study new routines In several
leading schools of New York City.
Accompanying Mrs Corner will be
Miss Florence Molloy, her assistant,
who will also study, and little Bar
bara Newbert who is to study acro
batics with Mannloff of the Chalif
school.

Dean James Muilenburg of the De
partment of Liberal Arts at the Uni
versity of Maine, who had just left
his home in Orono on his way to i
California, met with an accident be
fore he was out of the village. His
baby suffered minor scratches but
neither Dr. or Mrs. Muilenburg were
Injured. Dean Muilenburg was driv
ing his car to which was attached a
heavy trailer. The trailer began to
sway and Dr. Muilenburg lost contro1 of
car whieh overturned. He
has spoken before the Baptist Men's
League on at least two occasions.
One of the finest summer concerts
yet to be given by the H. Welling
ton Smith Chorus is being prepared
under the direction of H. Wellington
Stnith of Boston and New York.
Singers from Rockland, Thomaston.
Warren, Friendship and Cushing
were at the regular Monday night re
hearsal in Watts Hall, Thomaston.
“The Valse Pathetique" (with vio
lin and ’cello), Arensky, was added to
the repertoire, which includes num
bers for massed chorus, ladies' and
men's choruses. Mr. Smith will also
present soloists of note at the con
cert, scheduled for the last of August.

Alan L. Bird, guest speaker at the
Rockland Lions Club, tomorrow will
describe many of the interesting
things he saw in Mexico when he
attended the Rotary International
convention, and bull fights will be
only one of them. A member of the
Lions Club will be asked to say a
few words on that subject, and
"Duke” Annis or “Doc" Newman will
The United States Civil Service
tell about the great Providence con Commission announces open competi
vention which they have just attend-'
ed. It is expected to be one of the tive examinations for master, $2900
a year, mate, $2000 a year, and chief
year's most interesting meetings.
engineer (Marine-Diesel), $2000 a
year, to fill vacancies in these posi
NOTICE TO SAVINGS
tions in the Bureau of Marine In
DEPOSITORS
spection and Navigation, Department
of Commerce. Applications and full
in the
information concerning the experi
KNOX COUNTY TRUST ence required, evidence of license,
etc., may be obtained from the SecCOMPANY
i retary, Board’ of Civil Service ExROCKLAND, ME.
’ aminers, at the Post Office in Rock
The provisions of Section 48,
land, or from the Manager, First
Chapter 57, Ranking Laws of
Civil Service District,, 1040 U. S.
Maine, require the State Banking ' Post Office and Courthouse Building,
Department to verify pass books of
Boston, with whom applications must
depositors in savings banks and
savings depositors in trust com I be filed by Aug. 8, 1936.
panies at least once every three
years. The regular verification at
Irl Hooper Is driving a new Chev
the above named institution is now
rolet purchased through Hector G.
being made by the State Banking
Staples—adv.
*
Department, and, for the sole pur
pose of correcting errors or omis
sions you are requested to bring
DENTAL NOTICE
your book, or send, b.v mail, TO
During the spring and summer sea
THE BANK promptly. Verifica son will make appointments for
tion closes July 31, 1936.
-4’! Tuesdays and Fridays.
THOMAS A. COOPER,
DR. J. H. DAMON
Bank Commissioner.
Over Newberry's 5c & 10c Store
Augusta, Me., July 29, 1936.
TEL. 415-W
ROCKLAND
87.889051
MTU

HAPPY HOURS AHEAD

i'll

NOTED PHYSICIANS

For Those Who Attend the Are Guests Of Dr. Ethel Crie
Lawn Party At St. Ber
Starrett In Thomaston—
nard’s Church
To Give Clinic

their vacation, in order to hold con
sultations on cancer cases in New
England, in the form of a clinic, held
at the office of Dr. Ethel Crie Star
rett.
The Doctors Farnsworth will be
guests of honor during their visit,
at teas, receptions and picnics. Mon
day night a picnic dinner was tend
ered them at "Spearment” on thc
Georges, with Miss Clara Spear, Prof.
Marion Leeper and Mrs. Orace
Leeper as hostesses.

Happy hours are in the offing on
Thomaston is favored for a fort
the carpeted green of St. Bernard's night by the presence of two wellChurch lawn, where one wefck from known physicians, Dr. Merle G,
today, the parishes of Rockland, Farnsworth, head of Farnsworth
Thomaston and Camden will unite Laboratories, and his wife, Dr.
for an afternoon and evening of Myrtle Farnsworth, president of the
congenial
pleasure
and profit. Chicago College of Physical Therapy.
Woman talking to a neighbor over
Parishioners, imbued with the party These physicians have perfected a
spirit, are industriously making ar treatment for cancer which is meet- J the back fence said: "That no ac
rangements and enlisting Interest ing wide success. Aug. 4, 5, 6 they count worthless nephew of mine has
got a job at last. Yesterday he got
and anticipation on every side.
have consented to sacrifice out of a letter from a fellow named Danny
Booths of fancy work, cooked foods,
ice cream and other fair features
will vie for attention in the after
noon and at 5:30 appetizing foods
Make up your mind to it and
then come and let us prove it . . . will make entry on the scene for a
that if you are spending $1 for a first serving. Beano, which the
sports item or $50 for a sports out parish has found to be its most popu
fit, you can't do better than lar pastime will receive prominence
Gregory's.
on the program, a special variation of
the sport being scheduled for
We mean that you can't find
children
at 3:30. Selected awards will
better selections . . . truer style.
brighten the youngsters' eyes.
We mean that you won't see
Committee workers in Rockland
more attractive prices on really are: Miss Lotte McLaughlin, Miss
worth while garments.
Ellen Daly, general solicitation; Miss
C. Winifred Coughlin, Miss Margaret
We're specializing in sport clothes Adams, Miss Rose Adams, tickets; ,
because Knox county is specializ Mrs. Alme Beaudoin, Mrs. Perley
ing in wearing them . . . and we're Miller, fancy table; Timothy O'Don
specializing in values because we
nell, John Ranlett, Raymond Moulai
know you're specializing in sav son, groceries; Miss Stella Young,
ings.
Miss Ethel Hayes grab bag; Miss
Mildred Sweeney, Miss Marie Dorgan,
Ice cream and candy; Mrs. Timothy
Gregory’s Sport Suits
ODonnell, Miss Mary Johnson, cold
drinks.
from $20 to $35
Mrs. Mary Flanagan, Miss Ellen
Daly, Mrs. James Derby, Mrs. Willis
Sport Coats
Anderson, Mrs. Grover Knight,
housekeepers;
Donald Coughlin,
$8.50 to $12.50
Aime Beaudoin, Timothy O'Donnell.
Raymond Moulaison, Thomas Flem
$5 White Shoes, $3.95
ing, Edward Chisholm, grounds; 1
Aime Beaudoin, Thomas Fleming, Al.,
$7.50 White Shoes, $5.95 Plourde, James Connellan, beano;
Mrs. Timothy O'Donnell, Mrs. Ray- j
mond Duff, Miss Lucy Ball, Miss j
Mary Johnson, Mrs. Sanford Delano, j
food solicitors.
A doll parade for children under
eight years old is scheduled for 2
o'clock and will be under the super
vision of Mrs. Eugene Rich, Camden;
416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME. Misses Rose and Alice Flanagan, j
Rockland; and Mrs. Louis Hanley, j
Good Quality Blue Enamelware with Wire Rack
Thomaston.
(Full Line of Preserving Utensils at Money Saving Prices)
The parish of Our Lady of Good
Hope in Camden is organized under
Friday Rev. Corwin H. Olds leaves the direction of Mrs. John T. Hughes'
with his regiment, the 152d Field Ar Miss Helen M. Dougherty, Miss Alice
tillery, for two weeks duty in camp Clancy, Mrs. Thomas Morris, Mrs.
25c Value
at Fort Ethan Allen, Vt. He will M. L. Keene and Mrs. Ralph John- |
return to preach in his church here son. The committee of St. James
on Aug. 16, and on the next day will parish in Thomaston is made up of:
start with Mrs. Olds and their three Mrs. William Hanley, Mrs. Oeorge
children on a 9000 mile transconti Gillchrest, Miss Belle Cullen, Mrs.
nental motor trip. This is to be a real W. J. Robertson. Mrs. Louis Hanley.
"homecoming" trip, as the objective Miss Katherine Stevens, Mrs. Wil
Regular 39c Value
is to visit Mr. Olds’ parents in Los liam Felt and Miss Agnes Hanley.
Angeles, whom he has not seen in
During the supper hour music by
nearly 20 years. Enroute they will the Rockland City Band will add its
also visit Mrs Olds’ mother and harmony to the festive air.
sister in Toronto, and brothers of
both in Hamilton, Buffalo, Cleveland,
Hammock tops and covers, truck
Chicago, Saskatchewan, and San covers, all canvas work, waterproof
Francisco. Mrs. Olds has seen her ing of canvas. Rockland Awning Co.
brother in San Francisco only twice Tel 1262-W.
87-91
since she was three years old, and
some of Mr. Olds’ brothers have not
MARRIED
been seen by him from 10 to 20 years. LEWIS-JONES—At Rockland, July 25. by
Rev. C. A. Marstaller. Alvah Forest
Their trip will take the Olds family
Lewis of Bath and Alice May Jones
to Mr. Olds' homestead in Saskatche
of Bath.
25c Value
wan , and through many national
DIED
parks including Yellowstone. Grand

The SPOrT light is

Furs — Cloth Coats
Now Showing a New Collection

For Fall and Winter

LUCIEN K. GREEN
16 SCHOOL STREET
TELEPHONE 541

ODD FELLOWS BLOCK

SECOND FLOOR

ROCKLAND, MAINE

86Tu&S-tf

Dip which stated they were go him the
to take him for a ride and give Union.

works."—Florida Times-

on Gregory’s

E. B. CROCKETT
5 & 10c to $1.00 STORE

Fri., July 31- Sat., Aug. 1

To celebrate our Anniversary we are giving special bargains throughout
our store for these two days. We mention a few in this limited space.

GREGORY’S

SEVEN-JAR CANNERS
Sale price $1.00 each

ONE PINT DECORATED MILK PITCHER

Sale price 9c each

GALVANIZED FOOT TUBS
Sale price 29c each

FLOOR MATS
23”x36” Sale price 19c each
27”x54” Sale price 39c each

TEN INCH MIXING BOWL

Teton, Bryce Canyon, Yosemite, Se
quoia, and Grand Canyon, They will
return about Oct. 1st. Mr Olds is go
ing well armed with photographic
equipment, and will have many inter
esting pictures, some ln natural color,
when he returns. The Olds family
will make it a "gypsy” trip, tenting
along the way, and many of their
friends have been examining the
camping outfit they are taking along.
COMING REUNIONS
Aug 6—Ingraham family at Penob
scot View Grange hall, Olen.Cove.

HART—At Quincy. Mass.. July 26. Annie,
wife of Dr. Louis Hart of Camden,
aged 68 years. Funeral from the
residence Wednesday at 2 o'clock
Interment ln Union.
NAUM—At Rockland. July 28, Harrv
Naum, aged 07 years. 1 month. 29
days.
DAVIS—At Rockland. July 27, Mrs. An
nie Davis. Funeral Wednesday at 2
o'clock from Burpee Funeral parlors
BROWN—At Winslow's Mills. July 26.
Alexander B. Brown, of Rocklnnd,
aged 54 years. Interment ln Sea View
cemetery.
MAYO—At Martins Point. July 22.
Grace, wife of Emerson 8. Mayo. In
terment ln Rochester. N. Y.
JORDAN—At TTiomaston, July 26. Grace
Maude, wtfe of Rodney E Jordan,
aged 39 years. 10 months, 16 days
Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock from
residence ln Brooklyn Heights.
ROSS—At Rockland. July 26, William
Ross, formerly of Washington, aged
69 years. 3 days. Funeral Tuesday at
12:30. daylight at Flanders Funeral
Parlors. Waldoboro.
Interment ln
Washington.

Wife (at dance)—This is the 12th
time you've been to the refreshment
buffet.
CARD OF THANKS
Husband—O, that's all right. I tell
I wish to thank the many friends who
furnished
the cars, also the beautiful
everybody I'm getting something for
floral tributes ln my recent bereave
you.—Chelsea Record.
ment.
Union

ft

A Code Of Ethics
Professional men must serve hu
manity unselfishly, placing such
service before personal gain. The
traditions of the funeral directing
profession are rooted in this prin
ciple; our strict code of ethics
defines in complete detail the du
ties of the funeral director to his
clients and to the community We
serve everyone, regardless of so
cial position or financial capacity,
to the best of our ability.

Russell Funeral Home
TEL.

M2

9 CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND

Mrs Lizzie Cotton and family
•

Sale price 15c each
BED SHEETS
69c Value

Sale price 39c each

GOOD QUALITY OILCLOTH
50 Inch and 54 inch Width

Sale price 18c yard
DECORATED SALAD BOWL
25c Value

Sale price 10c each
TEN QUART GALVANIZED PAIL
25c Value

Sale price 18c each
THREE SIZES TEA KETTLES
Sea Green Enamelware—Values up to $1.00

Sale price, any size, 59c each

MEN’S HOSE-FANCY PATTERNS
15c Value

Sale price 9c pair
SHADOW' PROOF PANEL

TAFFETA SLIPS
Sizes 34 to 44

Special sale price 59c each
CHILDREN'S 25c

PURE SILK PANTIES

GABARDINE HATS

Small and Medium Sizes

FOR THIS SAI.B

Sale price 25c pair

Marked to 10c each

Special Lunches Served Each Day at Our Luncheonette Counter

Lobster Sandwiches 15c each
Special Peach Sundae 10c for Sale Days

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT

Whereas the Divine Master of the
Universe has removed from our midst
our beloved Master, Roy H. Gould, be lt
resolved.
That ln the death ot our beloved
brother: Pioneer Orange has lost a
valued friend and Master
That ln respect for our departed
brother, our charter be draped, a copy
of these resolutions be sent to his
bereaved family a copy be spread on
records a copy be sent to the CourlerOazette for publication.
Millie Jones. Bernice Young. Lottie
Wellman, committee on Resolutions.
East Union, July 27, 1936

MAGIC

WATER

REMOVES

MILDEW

Don’t worry If your clothes
become mildewed. Cote’s
Magic Water is the finest
thing you ever used for
taking out mildew—with
out injury to the fabric.
For sale at all Grocers.
Beware of Imitations.

TWO BIG SALE DAYS
FRIDAY, JULY 31 AND SATURDAY, AUGUST 1

E. B. CROCKER
410-412 MAIN STREET

5& 10c

to $1.00

STORE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 28, 1936
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Spoils System
Picks Up Speed

The World’s Oldest and Largest Trade Fair

Every-Other-Day

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

heOUR1ER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD
|

r>

Rolls; Merit System

lb

Is Ignored.

Typical street scene during the Fair. Above—

Aerial view of Technical Division. At left—

Home of the Leipzig Fair Executive Office
for 400 years.

Early In the middle ages the pic From

LL the world loves a fair. Busi

seventy-four countries

ln

ness and pleasure have been turesque caravans paused at the every corner of the world, Includ
Acombined
in these periodic gather
center

of Europe tor mutual protec ing the United States, business men
ings for thousands of years. The
county fairs of America are the dis
tant cousins of the festival fairs of
ancient Greece and Rome.
The business executives of bar
baric tribes In the dawn of history
found That customers could be at
tracted to thelr primlUve fairs with
thelr rude merrymaking. Every na
tion In history has held Its fairs
with a shrewd eye on the main
business chance.

tion and exchange of goods. Prom
this crude trading center has grown
the great city of Leipzig and the
oldest and largest goods exchange
In the world. The Leipzig Pair has
been held without Interruption for
more than 700 years.
More languages are doubtless
spoken at thc Leipzig Fair than were
heard at the Tower of Babel, but
without any confusion of tongues.

are regularly attracted to Leipzig.
The primitive trading center has be
come a great world market where
8000 exhibits of every conceivable
product are displayed and more
than a quarter of a million business
men assemble.
The 1976th session af the Leipzig
Fair to be held from August 30th to
September 3rd will be the largest
and busiest In its long history.

New York to Budapest in Five Days

Superliner Queen Mary and
Imperial Airliner Combine

for Fast Dash

New York to Vienna and Buda
pest, by steamship and airplane, In
five days!
The steamship—the Cunard White
Star superliner Queen Mary; the
airplane—the Imperial Airways air
liner Draco.
The Cunard White Star Line to
day announced this ship-plane
schedule to coincide with the Queen
Mary’s arrival from Cherbourg, the
take-off being linked with the sail
ing of July 8 from New York City.
On the morning of July 13, European
time, the Draco will start from Cher
bourg to Budapest on her first flight,
bearing twelve passengers.
Leaving Cherbourg at 9:00 a.m.,
the Draco will touch Paris, Zurich,
Munich, and Vienna, landing at Bud
apest at 7:20 in the evening. This
flight over France, Germany and
Austria will cover about 1,000 miles,
making a total distance of nearly
4,200 miles from New York, accord
ing to the specific! sea and air
routes.
The airliner Draco, a four-ong'ned
bl-plane, de Haviland built, has ac
commodation for twelve passengers
and a cruising speed of 145 miles an

hour. Its 800 horsepower ls just
l-250th of that of the Queen Mary's
powerful turbines, the 200,000 com
bined horsepower of which is the
greatest of any ship. Imperial Air
ways planes provide an Inter-con
tinental service throughout Europe
and Africa ant? connect Australian
cities as well.
The complaU July 13th schedule

of this latest sea and airways link
with Central Europe follows:
Leave Cherbourg 9:00 a. m., ar
rive Paris 10:40 a. m.; leave Paris
11:00 a. m.: arrive Zurich 1:45 p. m.;
leave Zurich 2:00 p. m.; arrive
Munich 3:20 p. m.; leave Munich
4:00 p. m.; arrive Vienna 6:00 p. m.;
leave Vienna 6:15 p. m.; arrive Bud
apest 7:20 p. m.

NORTH WALDOBORO

How Fast Can
gACTERIA are capable of the
most rapid growth of all
organisms; under favorable condi
tions a germ can reproduce itself
in as quickly as 15 minutes, reports
the American Institute of Sanita
tion in commenting on the develop
ment of standards for germicides
and disinfectants. A colony of bac
teria, which bacteriologists use as
a unit in their counts, contains
1,000,000,000 or more germs grown
from a single specimen in 24 hours
under laboratory conditions — a
billion offspring in a single day!
| “During the past decade hundreds
of thousands of dollars have been
spent on research by American
manufacturers of germicides and
disinfectants to gain greater knowl
edge about the relation of germ
life to sanitation and to develop
standards by which the germicidal
action of different substances may
be compared. (
' “These research scientists seek
not only to learn how fast germs
can grow, but also how fast they
can be killed under varying condi

A Germ Grow?
tions by the use of different sub
stances,” points out the institute.
“All germicides entering interstate
commerce are tested against stand
ard cultures of germs (usually
Eberthella typhi).
“Aseptic cleanliness, both per
sonal and public, is increasing
steadily in the United States as
knowledge of the relation of germs
to health expands. Use of disinfec
tants in cleaning is no longer con
fined to hospitals.
Their use in
schools and public buildings is more
and more coming to be regarded
as an essential health measure.
Many cities, following investigations
which showed that a beer glass or
a restaurant dish may carry mil
lions of germs, are passing ordi
nances requiring the addition of
sterilizing agents in the dish-pan.
Personal use of antiseptics is also
increasing. Many
bacteriologists
regard this growing interest in
aseptic cleanliness as an important
contributing factor in the remark
able reduction in cases of infectious
diseases during the past 20 years/^

Chester Duncan was called Sunday
to Winthrop, Mass., by the illness of
his father who is a hospital patient
in that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Lexton Mank and
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Mooers of
Washington were guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Mank, East
Wilton.
Mrs. John Bumheimer and family
have been at Martin’s Point for the
past few days.
,
George Flanders ls visiting rela
tives and friends in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. John McNeilly and
family of Cambridge, Mass., are at
the Orff homestead for a few weeks.
Mrs. Laura Phelps of Massachu
setts is guest of Mr. and Mrs. D. O.
Stahl.
Mrs. Charles Odell and family of
Salem, Mass., have returned home
after a two weeks’ visit with Sadie
Davis,
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Carver and Miss May Neilson were
invited to visit Mrs. Carver that eve
ning. On arriving at the house,
which was in darkness, they entered
the living room when suddenly the
lights went on. disclosing a sea of fa->
miliar faces.
Miss Carver found herself mistress
of a pleasant situation, as she un
wrapped a table load of gifts which
included electrical appliances, silver,
cut glass, linen, rugs, etc.
A buffet luncheon was served to 40
guests.
,

UNION
Mr. and Mrs. G. LeRoy Kemp
(Miss Laura Moon) of Darien. Conn.,
and Mt. Vernon, N Y, who are on
’ wedding tr'p through Canada and
New England, are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. F. M. Liters.
Allen Plumer of New York is visa
ing hls grandparents. Dr. and Mrs. H.
H. Plumer.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McKinley and
family are at thelr cottage at Craw
ford uake for the season.
M- and Mrs. Arr:> e Smith are
guests of Mr. and Mts ILin'tl McEdwards.
Arthur Blackington of Quincy.
Mass., passed the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Ames.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. F.
E. Burkett were Mr. and Mrs. Franz
Burkett and daughter of Portland.
Mrs. Clarence Leonard was hostess
Friday night to the "Three and One
Club."
The next Masonic assembly will be
held Thursday night at Pioneer Pa
vilion, East Union. The committee
will be Dr. and Mrs. M. C. Stephen
son, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Leonard,
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Playing the strangest role of his screen career, Lionel Barrymore appears
in “The Devil Doll,” as a female impersonator! The spine-tingling picture,
directed bv the master of mystery dramas. Tod Browning, concerns a mad
ccientist who discovers a method by which human beings may be reduced
to one-sixth their natural size with fantastic results. Maureen O'Sullivan
and Frank Lawton are prominent in supporting roles.—adv.
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Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Robinson and
family returned Friday from a visit
with relatives in Caribou.
Mrs. D. F. Sullivan of Worcester. i
Mass., is guest of Mrs. Mary Noyes.
Mrs. William Benner returned Fri
I
day from a visit ln Waldoboro.
Mrs. Ellen Swears recently enter
:
tained Weary Club.
1
Walter Sellars. Jr., of Hartford,
Conn., is guest of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Sellars.
Miss Lena Barker of Taunton,
Mass., Is a visitor at the home of Mr.
I and Mrs. Fred Barker.
Guests Sunday of Miss Sara Bunker
at Rock Edge were Prof, and Mrs.
Howard Pulling and son Nathan of
Wellesley, Mass.
Miss Helen Erickson who spent a ,
vacation with her mother. Mrs.
• Charles Erickson, returned Friday to
I heT duties at Augusta General Hospital.
Miss Carrie Gray was pleasantly j
surprised at her home Saturday by j
a jparty given in honor of her 11th 1
birthday by Misses Jean Strachan and I
Marion Littlefield. Games an ' a
luncheon with pink and green color
! scheme were features of the affair
and the hostess was the recipient of
many gifts. Those present were
: Marion Littlefield. Jean Strachan,
Marilyn Carver. Marilyn Geary. Marise Gray. Matia Robinson. Norma
! Phillips. Betty Brown, Astrid Rosen,
1 Marion Johnson, Mary Johnson, Car' leen Young. Caroline Calder and
Muriel Baum.
Neil Calderwood passed Sunday
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Austin
' Calderwood.
Miss Mildred Robinson of Augusta
was in town over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gray enterJ tained at Idlewild cottage Sunday,
i Dr. and Mrs. J. Herbert Sanborn, Mr.
! and Mrs. Alvin Blake of Waterville,
! Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Sanborn, and Mr.
and Mrs. Malcolm Hopkins and son
Paul.
Dr. and Mrs. J. Herbert Sanborn
and Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Blake of
Waterville were guests Sunday of Dr.
Sanborn's parents, Mr. and Mrs. L.
W. Sanborn.
The Vinalhaven Band will board
the 99-year-old packet Joyce Rebecca
tonight, and a rather unusual openair concert will be heard ln mid
harbor. This will be the first of a
series and It is hoped there will be a
large audience on the shores to enjoy
selections of sea music.
Mrs. Charles Chilles returned Sat
urday from a week's stay in Rockland.
Mrs. Lillian Julian of Stony Creek,
Conn., is at the home of her niece,
Mrs. Allston Roberts.
• • • •
Frank U. Mullen
Frank U. Mullen, 62, an esteemed
citizen of this town, died Thursday
in Rockland. Mr. Mullen was born In
Lest We Forget Source
this community, son of Mr. and Mrs.
of American Blessings John Mullen and attended the public
Under the title “Lest We For schools here. He was a member of
get” the Connecticut Economic
Council issued a Fourth of July the Quarrymenls Union, and in Moses
Fortnightly Letter in which it said: Webster Lodge. FA.M, held the high
“Lest we forget the real source est office, that of worshipful master.
of the blessings we now enjoy, lest
Deceased is survived by his wife,
we forget that the same source,
one daughter, Mrs. William Fraser
if cherished and preserved, will of Germantown, Pa.; one son, Lester
bring us even greater blessings
as time goes on, let us, on this Mullen of Woburn, Mass.; and four
grandchildren.
160th anniversary of the birth
The body, accompanied by Mrs.
of liberty in America, re-declare
our independence by refusing to
Mullen and son, was taken to Ston
trade our freedom from govern ington where services were held Sun
ment interference for crumbs
day at the home of Mrs. Mullen's
which might drop from a bureau
cratic table—re-declare our inde brother, Oscar Sellars. Interment
pendence to the end that in Amer was in Woodlawn cemetery, Stoning
ton.
ica the way may be forever kept
open for ‘improvement of condi
* • • *
tion to all.’ ”
Shower Of Gifts
Mrs. Keith Carver gave a utility
shower Thursday night in honor of
WE BUY
’ Miss Celeste Carver, a student of the
| Yale School of Nursing, and whose
marriage to Verne Halloway of Yale
CLARENCE E. DANIELS , University is to take place at an early
JEWELER
I date.
370 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
The party proved a surprise as Miss

OLD GOLD

3

9

New Deal Adds More to

Month after month the records of
the United States Civil Service Com
mission show increases in the Fed
eral payroll. Not only are large
numbers of New Deal supporters be
ing hired for both emergency and
regular departments of the Govern
ment, but many thousands continue
on the rolls without any regard to
the merit system. Mr. Roosevelt
repeatedtyhas declared his approval
of selection of employes by civil
service examination, but for three
years armies of men and women
have been taken care of under the
Farley spoils system.
The payroll of the executive de
partment alone showed the enor
mous number of 810,418 employes
for the month of April. The May re
port reveals that this host of New
Deal payrollers has increased to
817,856. Washington observers are
calling attention to the fact that as
New Deal leaders continue to point
with pride to the New Deal's rescue
of the country more "emergency”
help is required by the bureaucrats.
Tugwell Payroll Grows
Harry Hopkins’ administration of
Works Progress now has 35,257 em
ployes in addition to the 3.500,009 or
more now on Work Relief. Secre
tary Wallace is using 18,657 employes
for his emergency conservation
work and will have 100.000 field work
ers on the job before election day.
Rexford Guy Tugwell needs 19.544
for his resettlement work although
Congress specifically objected to
voting money for relief and recov
ery unless it was assured Mr. Tugwell's experiments would get none
of the funds appropriated. The Tug
well group indicated its contempt
for Congress when it added almost
1,000 employes in May.
The Civil Service report has an
item called “Director's Office” of
the Emergency Conservation work.
This office has only 60 employes,
but a footnote at the bottom of the
table carries the following interest
ing additional information:
“Reports in addition to regular
personnel; 277 nurses, 7,532 mili
tary personnel, 346.580 enrollees
(Civilian Conservation Cl. s),
1,327 intermittent employees,
961 enrolled Indians, 1,135 enr. b
ees in Hawaii, and 193 enroll .es in
the Virgin Islands.”
These footnote additions made a
total of 364,005 employes. If added
to the 817,586 on the main list the
grand total of Executive Depart
ment payrollers would be 1,181,861.
The aggregate net payroll for the
Civil Executive branch for the month
of May was $126,867,718. At that rate
the annual payroll for this branch
alone would be in excess of $1,500,000,000. That amount is more than
the entire receipts of the Govern
ment from income taxes in the fis
cal year 1936. Bureaucracy and the
spoils system are expensive New
Deal items.
“Emergency” Is Excuse
These conditions have been grow
ing worse for three years and Wash
ington is asking why reform, if de
sirable after election, would not be
equally desirable between now and
November. At present most of the
departments hire employees only
after the applicant has submitted
recommendations from his or her
district New Deal party leader. Mr.
Roosevelt’s destruction of merit sys
tem standards always has been at
tributed to the necessity for haste
in getting men and women to work.
It is now considered by friends of
the merit system that that excuse
has grown threadbare.
The Washington Post has protested
editorially that the spoils system
even had invaded the air service.
The Post says:
"Among the recommendations
made by the Senate sub-committee which has been investigating
the Bureau of Air Commerce is a
proposal that all employes except
division heads be brought under
civil service rules and regulations
and that promotion be based sole
ly upon merit. This stress upon
the importance of the merit sys
tem is strong indirect proof that
the committee considers politics
and the spoils system to be largely
to blame for the disrepute into
which the air service has fallen.”

2

PUZZLE f

1

HORIZONTAL
1-A prolonged moan
5-lmltates
9-Gone by
11-Forces air noisily
through nostrils
13- More grating
14- Amending
16- Farm animal
17- Spread
19- Amorican novelist
20- Plerce
22- Employ*
23- To immure (Oba.)
24- Thoae who inherit
26- Bow the head
27- Piecea of baked clay
28- Killed
30- A flower (pi.)
31- Rugged
32- Loaded
34-Chastiaea
37- Wandera
38- Suffix. Footed
4O-Let's stand (proof
reading)
42- Employed
43- City in France
45-An English title

1

57

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
46- Alcoholic beverage
47- Shell crew
49- Ocean
50- Cuddle
52-The highest moun
tain In the world
54- Harneaaed
55- Cuts
56- Sterling (abbr.)
57- K nocks

VERTICAL (Cont.)
12- Breathes noisily
when asleep
13- Reckless
15-Turns to the right,
as a horse
18-Those who annoy
21-Plaited
23-Wrong date
25-Fathera
27-Sounds
29- Prefix. Not
30- Scrape
VERTICAL
32- Mislaying
vor
33- A thoroughfare (pi.)
1- A carousal
35- Tormentora
2-A serpent
36- Tension
3- The principal
37- Mats
Egyptian goddess 38- Removed the skin
4- Blood-aucking worm 39- A coin (pi.)
5- Puts up stakes
41-Narrow atrip of
(poker)
wood
t-indigent
43- Dimmer
7- Eagle
44- Cut
8- Newly sprouted
47- Fabled demon
feather (Ornith.)
48- River in N. W.
9- Faatena with paste
Russia
10- Empty
51-A ship-channel
11- Satisfied
53-Corded material

(Solution to previous puzzle1

Dr. and Mrs. Irving Tuttle of Apple- I
ton, and Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Hawes, t
Sandwiches will be on sale.
i
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. LaSalle of I.
Westboro. and Miss Mona Gove of .
Boston are guests of Mr. and Mrs. I,
C. G. Hoyt, South Union. They en- '
joyed a picnic Saturday at the Cen
tury. Spruce Head.
Jeanette Stephenson' leaves Wednesday to enter Laughing Loon, >
Y.W.C.A. camp at Waterboro Center.,
Mrs. Geneva Whayland of New:
Haven, Conn., is visiting her aunt.
Mrs. Belle Kennlston.
There will be a special town meet- h
ing Friday night at 8 o'clock stand- ’
ard. to elect a town clerk to fill the!
vacancy caused by the death of Roy I
Gould. Mentioned in this connection !
are Carl Mitchell, L. A. R. Miller, A. j
E. Ames and George Oliver.
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SALE

Modern seven room house
and garage. Cemented cel
lar, hot water heat. Fine

lecation. Lot 63 x 80 feet
The Northeastern Poultry Produc
19 Franklin St. Rockland
ers Council meets at the University
of Maine, Orono, for Its summer con
Tel. 186-R, 64 Summer St.
ference, August 26-27. Maine poul
iferzjarajafzrarejzfzizjaianrazrafa
trymen are invited to attend.

Meat Cuts and How to CooR Them
BEEF CHART
Retail Cuts

Wholesale Cuts

Arm Pot-Roast
Arm Stoat)
- Bi'aist -

Every housewife is confronted with the threea-day question of variety in the meals she serves
In beef we become addicted to roasts or steaks
and forget all about the other good beef Tuts
which will give pleasing variation and be easy on
the pocketbook, too. Perhaps our trouble lies in the
fact that we are not as familiar az we should bt

Retail Cuts

Rollsd Neel) Boneless NecR
-------- or Jrv*v ■

with many of the possibilities offered by beef. If
you are one of thosewhos'e use of beef is limited to a

roast or a steak, thd'Chart given above will be inval
uable in learning to identify and locate the many
retail cuts of beef. The chart will show you at a
glance just how each one should be cooked. You
will want to preserve this chart for ready reference.
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WALDOBORO

CT A D THEATR1

□ I / \I\ Waldoboro.
SHOWS AT 8.15 P. M.
TUESDAY, JULY 28

“PALM SPRINGS” •
with
FRANCES LANGFORD,
and SMITH BALLEW_____________________________U
THURSDAY, JULY 30
■

“FORGOTTEN FACES!”
with
HERBERT MARSHALL
and GERTRUDE MICHAEL

SATURDAY, AUG. 1

‘ MOON’S OUR HOME”
with
MARGARET SULLAVAN
and HENRY FONDA
Matinee, 2.30 P. M.
SPECIAL—$10 given away each
Saturday night in three prizes
This week the third prize is $24.03
Evening Shows 8.15 D. S. T. '
88-^0

SPRUCE HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Runnells, BenJamin Runnells, Mr. and Mrs. Law
rence Thompson and son, Arthur. Re
turned Friday to East Millinocket
after a two weeks' camping trip on
Spruce Head Island. They were ac
companied home by Mrs. Laura Rwnells who has been guest of her
sister, Mrs. L. C. Elwell, Mrs. Herbert
Elwell and son, Herbert, who #111
visit Mr. and Mrs. John Boynton in
Millinocket.
on
Miss Ethel Tremaine of Quincy
Mass., has been making a short vj^it
with Miss Mildred Tinney at Linden
hurst, the Tinney summer home, an
Mrs. Floyd Singer and daughter*,
Nancy of Manana Fog Signal Station
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Eatty.
Mrs. Emma Dunn of Rockland and
nq
Miss Ann Dunn of New York wat*
visitors Thursday at the home of Mrs

Miss Celia Eugley has returned
from Augusta where she has had
employment.
Mrs. Alice Flint is visiting relatives
in Gardiner.
Telephones have been installed in
the residences of Charles H. Howard
and I. Theo Marple.
Miss Anne Wood of Hainmontown, N. J, is visiting Mrs. William
Black.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Benner and
Leigh Benner have returned to
Englewood, N. J., after passing two
weeks with Mrs. Ella Benner.
Stephen A. Jones. Capt. John
Bradford, Mrs. Harold Benner and
Miss Helen A. Jones have been on a
motor trip to Quoddy.
The Susannah Wesley Society met
Monday afternoon in the Methodist
vestry.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Achorn of
.Biloxie, Miss., and Mr. and Mrs. L.
H. Stevens of Washington have been
guests of Mrs. Dora H. Yorke.
Mr. and Mrs. Allan F. Hassner and ]
| daughters of Springfield. Mass., are
passing two weeks with O. V. Hass
ner and Mrs. Clarence Woodbury.
Mrs. Mary G. Elkins, Mrs. Helen
Jones J$enner and Miss Clara S.
Gay have been at North Anson and
Lakewood.

C. E. Carr.
Miss Janet Thumser returned Wed
nesday to Bangor after a short vl$»t
with the Misses Morton.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Simmons,
Stanley Simmons and son. Clinton,
went Friday to Lynn, Mass , where
they passed the weekend with Mrs.
Simmons who has been a patient at
the Deaconess Hospital in Boston for
treatment, but is now convalescing at
the home of her sister, Mrs. Frank
Dobson, in Lynn.
Miss Ellen Steele who has been
visiting Miss Ella Huntting and Miss
Ethel Sheldon, guests of Miss Aagesen, returned Thursday to Connecti
cut.
Mrs. Fannie Maker has retun
home after visiting for a short tl
with Mrs. Frank Wall.
Mrs. Archie Ribbenthrop and
children of Falmouth are visil
Mrs. Carrie McLeod and Freeman 81well.
Mrs. Fred Batty and children h$/ve
returned home from Two Bush Light
Station where they visited Mr. Bafjtv
since school closed.
il
-----------------l!
SOUTH THOMASTON

W
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You'll be delighted with
our Permanents. Five
modern methods.
Only the best in
workmanship,
materials

Perfect
results
guaranteed.
Prices to suit
everybody.

VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP
84 PARK ST.

TEL. 1123-W
58tf
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“I EAT HEARTY," says Gus
Kramer, master carpenter. "I

EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS .. Turkish and

meals more. Camels set me right!”

Domestic .. than any other popular brand.

and enjoy

HAS BEEN RUNNING FOR 28
YEARS. HE HAS WON 704
PRIZES AND WAS A MEMBER
OF 3 U.S. OLYMPIC TEAMS.

II

Camels are made from finer, MORE

•

my

Camels

ACE OF MARATHON RUNNERS

One of life’s most ehjoyable experi
ences is the pleasure Camels add to
eating. Each Camel helps to in
crease the flow of digestive fluids
.. . alkaline digestive fluids ... so
necessary to digestive well-being.
Enjoy Camels. Experience the
cheery "lift”—the sense of well
being that Camels bring.
Camels do not get on your nerves
or rasp your throat. Camels set
you right—the whole day through!

a1

smoke

WARREN

-V

ripe, costlier toboccos with meals and after say:

Mrs. Grace A. Mayo
Much regret ls expressed over the
sudden death Wednesday of Mrs.
Grace (Allen) Mayo of Rochester, N.
’ Y„ at her summer home at Martin's
Point. Mrs. Mayo was born here,
daughter of the late John L. and
Elizabeth Allen, and had made her
home ln Rochester. N. Y.. for many
years. She was a woman of unusual
charm of manner and had many
friends in town.
She is survived by her husband,
Emerson S. Mayo; tw’o sons, Ray
°f Chester and Glenn Mayo
| of Texas; two daughters, Mrs. Abbie
! Harris of Montclair, N. J., and Mrs.
John Whittelsey of Newton, Mass; j
a brother, George Allen of Hartford,
Conn., and several grandchildren. J
The body was taken to Rochester.
Thursday and funeral services held
there Friday.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Jackson-oi
Malden. Mass., are guests for a week
of Mr. Jackson's sister, Mrs. J. X,
Baum.
'
Mr. and Mrs. George Lilanthal and
turilf
two sons of New York city retun
home Thursday after two weeks
passed with Mrs. Lllanthal's aufftt.
Mrs Annie Mundie and Miss Flor
ence Odiome. Mr. Lilanthal is a
member of the New York police fi
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Williams
South Carolina and Mr. and Mrs
ton Williams of Whitinsville, Mass.,
arrived Saturday and will visit rela
tives till the end of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Thorndike.
Miss Norma Thorndike and Master
Raymond of Melrose Highlands.
Mass., were recent guests of Mrs. F.
K. Thorndike.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lull and
Charles Lull, their grandson,
ea«v
are summering at Crescent Be:
were callers Saturday on friends here.
Mrs. Floribel Allen who has been
a hospital patient, is now at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Nathan
Witham in Rockland.
At a family dinner party Friday
night at the home of Mr. and Hits.
Walter Drinkwater, Spruce Head,
given in honor of Mrs. C. L. Sleepeg-$
birthday anniversary, guests wefK;
Mr. and Mrs. Sleeper, Mr. and Mrs.
Cleveland Sleeper. Jr., and children,
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Noonan and
Mrs. F. K. Thorndike.

T

Those who enjoy the goodness of Cornel s mild,

1
■

i

No books will be received or given
out at the Mathews Memorial Library I
Thursday afternoon and evening, as
the old time picture exhibit con
nected with the bi-centennial cele
bration will be on at the time.
E. R. Moody was honored on his ,
84th birthday anniversary at his home ,
Sunday by a family group. Mr. Moody. ,
unusually smart for his age, as is also
Mrs. Moody, enjoyed every minute of
the happy day and was pleased with
his many gifts, among which were
three birthday cakes. Lemonade, ice
cream and cake were served. Present
were Mr. and Mrs. Barrett Cotton. Mr.
and Mrs. Austin J. Moody, Mr. and
Mrs. George Moody, Maynard Pease,
Miss Mildred Moody. Charles Higgins,
Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. Roy Webster
and Willis Moody, Jr.. Fairfield; Mr.
and Mrs. Norman Benner, North Wal
doboro; Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Camp
bell and daughter Miss Marion,
Southboro, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Hollis
Starrett and four daughters, Mr. and
Mrs. Austin Gammon and two chil
dren, Mr. and Mrs'. Edwin Gammon
and two children, Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
Gammon and daughter. Mrs. Carrie
Burgess and four children, Mrs. L. D.
Gammon, and Mrs. Alice Soule and
two children.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Caldrice have
returned from a trip to Niagara Falls.
Mr. and Mrs. Langdon Wyllie and
daughters Jane and Ann of West Med
ford, Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Wyllie. Langdon Wyllie will
be on a business trip this week
throughout the State and into New
Hampshire. Mrs. Wyllie and children
will remain here.
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Maynard Creamer were Mr. and Mrs.
William Murray of Evansville, Ir.d.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Thomas
and son Raymond of Malden, Mass.
Mr and Mrs. Murray were married
recently and this was part of tneir
wedding trip.
Clifford Jackson of Framingham,
Mass., and Madeline McBride, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank McBride
Ot Hopkinton, Mass., are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Bryan Robinson. Mr. and
Mrs. McBride and children Paul and
Richard remained for the weekend
only.
*
Mrs. Florence O'Brien recently suf
fered a fractured right wrist, as re
sult of a fall.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Taylor o/
Brookline, Mass., are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. G. D. Gould.
Mr. and Mrs. George Stevens visited
friends in Sanford and Alfred re
cently.
Jane W. Vinal, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Vinal of Brook
line, Mass., is ia visitor at the home of
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Sid
ney Vinal.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smith of Boston
were guests a few days recently of
NV- and Mrs. A. P. Gray.
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BIG FIVE LEAGUE
Those Bloodthirsty Pirates
Are Still On the Heels Of
the Dragons
This Week's Games
Tonight—Chisox at Cement Co.
Wednesday—Pirates at Warren.
Thursday—Thomaston vs. South
Thomaston.
• • • •
Sunday's results; Pirates 5, Thom
aston 4; Warren 4. Chisox 1.

a•« •
The League Standing
L.
W.
1
Dragons ............. . 7
2
Pirates ............... 9
3
Warren .............. . 7
7
Thomaston ....... . 4
6
So. Thomaston . 2
0
10
Chisox ..............

i. Reynold. Tobacco Go

P.C.
.875
.813
.700
.364
.250
.000

Foul Tips
Hello everybody. Well, the Pirates
are continuing their parade of vic
tories. but that was a close one they
dug out of the fire Sunday and was
there plenty of bellowing
When you see two fellows like Heald
and Miller of the Pirates play you're
watching two swell inflelders. Hea'd
pulled off an unassisted double play
and was key man in the triple plav
at Thomaston Sunday, and you can t
get one by Miller They're tops.
Bill Makinen of the Keag is mak
ing quite a pitcher out of himself; in
thc last three games his support alone
has beaten him.
Incidentally the Keagites are rein
forcing, which accounts for that off
date Sunday.
Speaking of pitching, how can you
beat that boy Ray Upham of Thom
aston; what a load of stuff that guy
has and still he’s in the red.
Mathematically the Pirates are a
half game in the lead, but percentage
holds them in second place. Look out
Dragons.
Warren can't be counted out of the
race. They have a strong and dan
gerous bunch but are a wee bit weak
on pitching.
Wait until those three leaders get
mixing it up Schedule arrangements
have kept them away from each
other the past few weeks but there's
going to be fireworks.
• • • *
Pirates 5, Thomaston 4
As active and exciting a game as
one would wish to see was that de
cision the Pirates dragged out of
Thomaston Sunday. Fighting for
every inch of territory at this stage
oi the race, Manager Wink was forced
to send his brother in as relief pitcher
as early as the third inning and how
CUSHING
that kid held his ground. Trailing 3
The Ladies’ Aid will serve supper to 0 in the third inning he went to
Wednesday at 6 o’clock daylight at the mound and held off thc home
Town house.
forces while his teammates battled

out front and then with the bases
loaded and only one out in the ninth
he quenched the situation with a
strikeout and a|pop up.
It all started in the first inning
when Robbie's hit, a sacrifice, an
error and Upham's double netted two
runs. Thomaston tallied again in the
next inning when an error, a fielder's
choice and a hit produced their third
run Young Wink took up the mound
duties at this point and the locals
scored but once hereafter on a couple
of hits in the eighth.
The Pirates came to life in the
fourth when an infield out sandwiched
between hits by Miller, Putnam and
Ffed Wink netted them two runs.
The next inning Mosher's single and
Turner's double scored the tying run
and Turner raced home when Up
ham's throw to catch him napping
went to Centerfield. The Pirates' last
and winning tally camme in the sev
enth on an error and Turner's second
hit.
A Thomaston rally in the seventh
was abruptly ended by a very unusual
feature. Adams singled and Ander
son reached first on an error to start
the frame. Stone then hit the ball
on a line toward Centerfield but Heald
nabbed the ball with a back hand
stab, touched second and threw to
first, completing the only triple play
the League has witnessed. Heald also
pulled off an unassisted double play
when he went into the air to grab
Stone's liner in an earlier inning.
Miller and Heald featured in the
game, but the sad blow of the day
was Upham's long home run which
was disqualified because of his failure
to touch first base. The score:

.

xx

. Winston-Salem. N. C.
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1. by Wink 1. Base on balls, off Up Barnes and Donald Hawkins, second; I
primary department. Hilda Korpinen.
ham 1. Hit by pitcher, Anderson.
first; Doris Robinson, second; begin- j
ners' department, Shirley Fuller and ,
ST. GEORGE
True Hall, first; Jane Smalley, second.
I
A joint picnic with the Grange was
Capt. and Mrs. F. O. Hilt of Port
land Head Light motored here last held Saturday at Drift Inn.
week. On their return they were ac
ALEXANDER B. BROWN
companied by Mrs. Lucy Robinson
who will be their guest for a short
Funeral services for Alexander B
time.
Miss Elizabeth Riley of Somerville, Brown, who died at the home of hls
Mass., is guest of her uncle and aunt, mother in Winslow's Mills Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Hocking, at the
morning at the age of 54 years, were
Ledges.
held at St. Peter's Church this fore
Mrs. Earl Kinney has been con
noon. Rev. E. O. Kenyon officiating.
fined to her home the past week by
The bearers were Charles Livingston,
illness.
Raymond Bucklin, Lawrence Barbour
Henry Robinson has had an ar
and Carl Brown. The interment was
tesian well sunk at his home. Mr.
in Sea View cemetery. Mr. Brown
Rider of Camden did the work.
ts survived by one daughter, Miss
Several from here attended the ex Feme Brown, his mother and one
ercises at Montpelier Saturday, cele
brother.
brating the birthday of Gen. Knox.
Henry Robinson and family called
How can Mrs. Homemaker lighten
Sunday on friends in Friendship.
her household duties in summer, and
Misses Betty Pike and Audrey Pike thus find added time for the extra
of Weymouth, Mass., have been work which the season brings and1
spending several days with their aunt. also time to enjoy the great out-ofMrs. Almon Hall. Misses Edith Mac doors? Miss Ekina M. Cobb, home I
Kay and Ruth MacKay, also of Wey management specialist. University of,
mouth, arrived Sunday and will visit Maine, suggests methods which may
Mrs. Hall.
help to answer this question.
I
Mrs. John Spargo and Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Lacey of Stony Creek. Conn.,
arrived Sunday to spend a few days
as guests of Mrs Spargo's brother and
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Henry G.
Caddy.

«•••

Bible School Closes
Another banner Vacation Bible
School was brought to a close Friday
night with the exhibition at the
Thomaston
church. Rev. and Mrs. Charles Marab r bh po a
stellar conducted the school and they
Robinson, 3b ........ 5 2 2 2 1
were
ably assisted by Misses Charlotte
Woodcock, tb ........ 4 0 0 11 0
Caddy and Joanna Robinson. The
Libby, ss ..... ........ 4 0 0 1 o
Grafton, c .... ....... 4 1 1 11 1
total enrollment was 31 with an aver
R. Upham, p .
4 0 1 0 6
age attendance of 30 plus, every pu
A Upham, 2b
4 0 0 0 2
pil having perfect attendance after
Adams, If ... ........ 4 0 3 2 0
they were enrolled.
Waltz, cf ..... ........ 1 1 0 0 0
These pupils were in attendance:
Anderson, cf ........ 1 0 0 0 0
Stone, rf ..... ........ 3 0 1 0 0
Beginners’ department, True Hall,
Walter Black. Shirley Fuller, Alice
34 4 8 27 10
Moon, Alice Kinney, Thomas Baum,
Pirates
Jane Smalley, Dariene Watts and
ab r bh po a
Floyd Watts; primary department,
Turner, c ..... ........ 4 1 2 3 1
Stanley Jacobson, Elosia Kinney, Co
Heald, 2b ..... ........ 4 0 0 7 2
rinne Kinney, Lilj' Peterson, Dagma
Putnam, lb ... ........ 4 1 1 9 0
Peterson, Erdine Hocking. Arnold
Miller, 3b ..... ........ 4 1 1 1 4
Hocking. Doris Rcbinson. Hilda KorFk. Wink, rf ......... 4 0 0 0 0
pinen and Louise Fuller; junior and
Fd. Wink, If, P
4 0 1 3 2
intermediate department, Shirley
Gardner, p. If ........ 3 0 0 1 1
Barnes, Barbara Robinson, Nathan
Murgita, ss .. ........ 4 0 0 1 2
Fuller, Arthur Kinney, Mildred Ervin,
Mosher, cf .. ......... 4 2 1 1 0
Mae Fuller, Kendall Hawkins, Sylvia
Korpinen, Donald Hawkins, Louise
35 5 6 26 12
Kinney, Sally Robinson and Mkginia
Pirates .......... ... 0 0 0 2 2 0 1 0 0Kinney.
Thomaston ... .... 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0Prizes for memory work were
Two-base hits, R. Upham, Turner. awarded thus: Junior and intermedi
Sacrifice hits, Woodcock, Anderson. ate department, Virginia Kinney and
Struck out, by Upham 12, by Gardner Kendall Hawkins, first; Shirley

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/1
RATES!
’je-jw-je

to Your hotel ln BOSTON

Xu'l’-UM*
AU »OOM< WITH |ATV

Ih«a<

500
oom*
<?<//>/(# RWTATM*
RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB’•♦SHOWER

MANGER
«’ NORTH STATION
STEP-A-.«j»«n TRAIN-»./«<■ ROOM*

IT'S TIME TO THINK ABOUT

AWNINGS
Addrd comfort and attractiveness
to your home at very low cost
Ask us for an estimate

ROCKLAND
AWNING CO.

Year Round Loral Service

18 WILLOW ST. ROCKLAND. ME.

Special Offer
Ln
&emune, &nqra\m)
(Wedding {JnvilalLons

and Ojnnouncements

V

&

Lowest Prices Ever Quoted

105
IQI
Of
hor 50
No Extra Charge for Engraving Plate
Choice of 35 different styles of lettering.
Price includes inside and outside envelopes.
Additional Invitations or Announcements at

4*/jc each

50 Engraved At Home or
Reception Cards------------------ $5.50
Additional Cards at--------- 3’/zc each

100 Engraved Informals,
including envelopes_________ $3.00
100 Engraved Visiting Cards .. $1.65

These Are the Lowest Prices Ever Quoted on Genuine Engravings.
Samples may be seen al
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— $1
returned Sunday to Glassboro. N. J
ROCKPORT
WON ON ITS MERITS
Miss Gay Stetson went Sunday to
Advertisements ln this column not to
Mrs. Everett Libby, who has been
itceed three lines Inserted once for 25 l
•
Mrs. Fred Butler of Warren was Warren for a few days' visit with Rumford Defeats Rockland
ill
for
several
days
at
her
camp
on
cents,
three ttmee for 50 cents. Addl- I K
*R
soloist Sunday morning at the Miss Lois Noyes.
tional lines five cents esch for one time
HIGHEST quality gas. State of Maine,
Amesbury hill, was taken Friday to 10 cents for three times. Six words
In Fast Game Of Soccer
Mrs. Helen Smith of Maplewood,
wholesale, retail; tires bargain prices.
Baptist Church.
make a 11ns.
Camden
Community
Hospital
for
CONTINENTAL
DISTRIBUTORS.
265
At Community Park
Mrs. Arthur E. McDonald had as N. J., and Miss Matilda Burgess, of
Main St.. City.____________________ 89-tf
treatment.
New
York
city,
who
have
been
in
luncheon guests Saturday, Mrs.
FURNITURE for sale including Plano;
Saturday was an ideal day for a
Dr. and Mrs. William G. Proud and
Furnishings some antiques, and 2 Cars,
Pauline Goodman and sisters, Misses Portland for a few days, returned
at MONTGOMERY homestead, Warren.
sons, Allen, Norman and John of
soccar game when at Community
89*90
Katherine and Belle Means of Con Friday to Knox Hotel where tliey are
Guelph, Ontario were callers Satur fs*s,***********lt
spending
the
summer.
Park
Rockland
played
Rumford,
with
FORD sedan for sale, ln good condi
cord, N. C., who arc summering at
day on Mrs. Delora Morrill,
SMALL lapstresk douhle ender lost, tion. special price for quick sale. RALPH
Mrs. George Potter of Needham. a fair attendance of fans present.
Cooper's Beach; Mrs. Goodman’s
painted lead color. H. A. DUNTON, 18 AYERS, 35 Gleason street, Thomaston.
Mass,
arrived
Monday
for
a
two
Guests
of
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Z.
88*91*94
Mechanic
street.
90-lt
daughter, Mrs. Donald Hanly, of
Several substitutes wore the colors
Andrews at the Methodist parsonage
CAIRN terrier dog lost, small, tan
USED art square for sale. Tel. 851-W.
Rockland, and Mrs. J Garner Estill, weeks’ visit with her mother, Mrs, for Rockland owing to regulars being
body, dark brown ears. Reward. Tel.
90-lt
Sunday were: Charles Curtis, Fred Camden
2355
86-11
of Lakeville, Conn. After war J the Clifford A. Clark, and grandmother,
PORCELAIN lined Ice refrigerator for
on
the
injured
list.
A
little
more
ex

Vincent,
Elmer
Staples,
Carlton
Mrs.
Helen
Watts,
Green
street.
sale, ln excellent condition. MRS.
party visited "Montpelier."
• * R GEORGE B WOOD. 18 Talbot ave.
The ladies of St. James Catholic perience and these young lads will
Squlers. Charles Cord. Myron Park
1 ___________________________________ 90-92
Mr rnd Mrs. Cla..-, ce Benn>r re
er, Mrs. Mabelle Squiers and Miss
Society are to sponsor a card party make the grade splendidly. Tne
FORD convertible sport roadster for
turned home from Lynn, Mass., Sat
Thelma Curtis of Lincoln. Several of ♦
at the home of Mrs. Frank Lineken. lineup:
-----------------« sale, ln excellent condition. Tel. 540 or
urday after spending a week there
write P. O. 23. Rockland for particulars
Main street, Thursday evening, play
these took part ln the evening service
88-90
Rockland 2
Rumford 7
while on business, and were accom
HELP wanted ab Peoples’ Laundry,
to begin at 8 o'clock.
at the Methodist Church, singing must
EIGHT western horses for sale. 1400 to
be
experienced
Apply
at
office
....
goal,
Larson
F, Gaudet, goal
panied by Mr. Benner's daughter,
PEOPLES' LAUNDRY. 17 Limerock St., 1600 lbs ; one outstanding bay team.
Miss Katherine Aageson. of Bloom
duet and quartet numbers.
........... rb, Falk
J. Campbell, rb .
Miss Barbara Benner, who will be
Rockland.
89-91 3200 lbs.; also several second-hand
horses. H A HART. South Hope
88*93
field. N. J., and Spruce Head, was
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Seeley and
lb, H. Mellquist
MOWING wanted by the hour, or hay
W. Campbell, lb
with them for a few 'f eeks.
TWO blue Persian kittens. 8 weeks
overnight guest Friday of Mrs Percy
ing
Job.
2
horse
machine.
C.
P.
PRES

son have returned to Searsport after
A. Don, rhb................ rhb, L. Mackie
COTT. Tel 489-W
88*90 old. MRS CHARLES McKELLAR, Tel.
Kenneth Keyes went to Bath Sat E. Averill.
88-60
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Marlon MAN wanted to train for positions ln 2-3, Warren
J.
Jcsie,
chb
............
chb,
Underwood
urday to join the crew on the WoolYOUNG
cow
for
sale.
VICTOR
Mr. and Mrs. William Boynton of
the Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Grey,
F.
Masalky,
lhb
......
lhb,
W.
M
ackie
field. Write REFRIGERATION. • care ORINDLE. 105 New County Road 88*90
worth yacht, Naparo. The yacht is Middleboro, Miss Mary Hanly, of
A rare treat to music lovers ln Courier-Gazette.
90*92
UNTIL July 26 only, roosters for
scheduled to sail for New York, Nova Dorchester, and Edward A . Mc J. Dawson, drf ............ drf, Berglund
MAN wanted at once to cut down boiling, frying and roasting. 28c lb..
town and this vicinity is offered in alders
“
------88-90
Scotia, Miami, Florida and Nassau. Namara . of Boston, arrived in South T. McCaffrey, irf.......... irf, Peterson
and apple trees on Spruce Head dressed «nd delivered Tel.
904-J
the concert to be given at Town hall Island. Tel Rockland 853-15 or Inquire
H Burns, cf ....................... cf, Thorpe
MODEL A Ford truck for sale, with
Mrs. Winfield H. Brackett, Mrs. Cushing Saturday and are guests of
90*tf automatic hoist; also Chevrolet sedan
Aug. 4 by the younger artists of the R. B SPEAR
W. Whytok, ilf.....................ilf, Lanty
Isadore deWinter and Mrs. Nellie William McNamara, for several
ODD lobs or carpenter work wanted. and lawn mower. C. E. GROTTON, 138
84-tf
Curtis Institute of Music under the 50< an hour. Shingles laid for $2.50 per Camden Bt., City, Tel. 1214-M
R. Pratt, olf................. olf, Holmberg
H Starrett. who spent the past week weeks.
pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
personal direction of Mme. Lea M. 138 Camden street. Tel. 1214-M. 88-tf jI letUSED
Referee. John McGuffle; linesmen.
Ray
Miiland,
Gartrude
Michael
and
Sir
Guy
Standing
hold
leading
roles
for
theinSton furnitIirf‘ro‘n<1
at Miss Leila M. Clark's cottage at
MIDDLE aged man wanted Good dry '
‘S^'
Miss Millie Isaacs, of Cambridge.
in “The Return of Sophie Lang," romance built around the world's largest Luboshutz, for the benefit nf the milker, one who wants good home, | 980' STONINGTON FURNITURE CO__
Gay's Island, returned home Satur Mass., is expected today to spend the Matt Myles and Abe Benson.
82-tf
small
wages,
have
a
few
cows,
year's
Rockport Methodist Church. In this
Rockland won the toss and played diamond.—adv
work E E CHAPMAN Refe-ences, ex
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood,
day.
remainder of the summer with her
group
of
unusually
talented
musichanged.
West
Neck
Road,
Nobleboro
with the wind. Thorpe, the Rockland
under cover, also lumber. T. J. CAR87*92 ROLL. Tel. 263-21, Rockland.
Miss Daisy Dixon of Augusta is uncle, Oliver D. Mathews, Main'
76-tf
! eians are Eudice Shapiro, violin; Me
captain, made his first appearance
POSITION
wanted,
aa
allround
cook.
THIRTY foot cabin Cruiser for sale
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank D street.
Ardelle
Hookins.
flute;
Leonard
Rose,
since suffering a broken leg last fall
HORACE PERRY. Cor. Union and fully equipped, call FLY'S GARAGE
Tlie Garden Club will meet Thurs
Hathorne, Dunn street.
87-tf
73-tf
cello; Marian Head, violin; Virginia Willow Sts . Rockland
in a game at Lewiston. H ewas royal
POSITION wanted as housekeeperUSED stoves of all kinds bought and
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace J. Smalley day at 3 o'clock, at the home of Mrs ly welcomed.
Mayeivski, viola; Richard Goodman, companion
to refined, elderly person. sold. C E GROTTON, 138 Camden 6t..
and Miss Ruth Smalley who have James E. Creighton. Main street.
Tel. 1214-M
79-tf
' piano. Special numbers will be flute Write A. C. F. Care Courler-Qaoetbe
Rumford has a strong team of
89-91
Mrs. Oliver B Hahn . who was
MOTOR boat for sale 25 ft. by 6-6 ft.
been visiting Miss Leila M. Clark, for
trio, piano trio, quartet numbers TWO used bicycles wanted Women's
young players who pressed with vigor
mahogany open launch, windshield.
the past week, returned Monday to called to Holbrook, Mass., by the ill on the Rockland goal. Falk and Mell
, and solos with Eugene Helmer, ac- models Address Inquiries to The Oray 6-40 engine ln good condition.
MISSES LEACH. South Thomaston. 89-91 Asking price $450," FRANK D. WINCH
ness of her mother, Mrs A. K. Ham
Worcester, Mass.
: companist. Tickets are reasonably
quist cleared their lines with lusty
ENBAUGH. Friendship, Me
68-tf
priced and are on sale ln Rockport
John Minot of Bath was weekend ilton, returned home Saturday.
punts up the field. Rumford forwards
Mr. and Mrs. Lee H. Smith of Elm
at Champney's Studio and in Cam
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Young.
gave an excellent account of them
hurst, Long Island, N Y„ who have
den at the Village Shop.
selves.
Harold E. Watts has returned to
«
been guests at the home of Mrs. Ber
Miss Thalice Spear arrived' home
Belmont, Mass., after a weekend with
W. Whytok opened the scoring with
«
tha Dowlin. returned home Saturday
Saturday from Cambridge, Mass., to FIVE-room cottage for sale at Dyna
his family, who are at their old home
a dandy shot and Larson had no
—-M
mite Beach; fireplace. partly furnished,
visiting enroute at Auburn, Leeds and
FIRST floor apartment to let. 4 rooms
spend a vacation of two weeks with running spring water. 105 ft., frontage
on Main street for several weeks.
chance to save. Rumford kept up the
Bethel. In Springfield, Mass., they
121. and bath, unfurnished $25 month. Tel.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. True LORENA SIMMONS. Waldofcoro. Tel.90*92
883-W ANNE V FLINT, 32 School St
Mr. and Mrs. J. Garner Estill, who were guests of Mrs. Smith's brother. pressure. Larson having to exert him- j
88-90
Spear.
BEAUTIFUL cottage lota on Spruce
have been visiting down east for the Elmer Lane. While here they made self to clear his goal. On a run-up. ’
FURNISHED kitchenette apartment to
Head
Island
for
sale.
Tel
Rockland
past week, were weekend guests of a trip to Acadia National Fark and the left wing. Holmberg. put over a
Boris Goldowsky, who was a 853-13. or Inquire R. B. SPEAR. Spruce let. $3 50 a week Including lights. V F.
88-tf
82-tf STUDLEY, Tel. 1154 or 330
Mr. and Mrs Arthur E McDonald, Cadillac Mountain, and agreed they perfect cross and the ever-alert
recent visitor at the home of his Head
WELL-furnlshed
house
to
let
on, HOUSE to let. all modern. Including
enroute to their home in Lakeville, were the finest sights one could wish Thorpe headed a beauty of a goal.
mother, Mme Lea Luboshutz. bought Spruce Head, suitable for summer cotca! burner, with garage, large comer lot.
Now with one goal each, additional
of John Robbins, Mechanic street, tage sleeping accommodations for six. Cor Broadway and Limerock St V. F.
Conn.
to see. Mr. and Mrs. Smith were
5 minute walk to beach. Firewood, rent STUDLEY. 283 Main St.. Tel. 1154 or 330.
Mrs. Edwin U. Curtis, of Boston, called here by the illness of their j pep entered the game, but "ere long
the knockabout racer G-Me-Go, of reasonable. Tel. Rockland 853-13, or ln- i ___________________________________ 79-tf
i
Rumford
gained
number
2.
McCaff

who frequently visits old friends in aunt. Mrs. Dowlin, who is now slowly
’ his own design and build, taking It quire R B SPEAR. Spruce Head. Me. I poUR-room tenement to let. 38
82-11 Mechanic street, electric lights, flush.
niomaston, is registered at White gaining and able to sit up a shoit rey scoring. From this point Rock- !
to the Goldowsky cottage at Poland
-■
MRS W S. KENISTON. 176 Main St .
! Tel. 874-W
83-tf
! Spring.
land had a little more of the playing. I
hall Inn. in Camden.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
L.
Ballard
over
the
time each day Site is being cared
FOUR-room tenement, upstairs, elec
Philip Good of South Portland, ls for by her daughter. Laura B. Flye. Lantry putting the Lime City on!
tric lights, flush closet LAWRENCE
Members of the Farm Bureau will weekend.
, MILLER. 26 Rankin St., Tel. 692-M.
equal terms by adding a tally from
living at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
motor to Northport Thursday for an
Raymond Perkins who is employed
Funds Voted At Town Meeting
79-tf
30 yards. It was a nice shet.
Bowdoin L. Grafton, on Knox street,
all day picnic at the Gregory cottage. for the summer at Brunswick, was
FIVE-room apartment to let. Inquire
A special town meeting was held
FULLER, 25 Linden street City.
Rumford again bore down on the
while employed at West Rockpor in Watts hall Monday night'and
Those not solicited are asked to take i weekend guest at the home of Mr. ALICE
Tel. 106-J. „
87-96
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard G. Lineken,
Rocklandgoal Dawson put Rumford
“Nothing to lose but your life," brags Brian Donlevy about his dare-devil sandwiches or sweets.
and
Mrs.
Irvin
Caln.
THREE-room
furnished apartment
Richard O. Elliot chosen moderator.
who have been guests of Mr. Line- The purpose of this meeting was to in the lead with another point. exploits undersea in “High Tension," ab 3 featuring (above, with Donlevy)
Byron Raining Is employed at the ^Y^'an^'^'t^uX^hVdT56
Capt. W. L. Robbins has returned
ken's mother, Mrs. M. K Lineken,
Glenda Farrell, Helen Wood and Norman Foster.—adv.
week. MIKE ARMATA.
73-tf
take action on the proposed repairs Thorpe was taking no chances in his
from Newport, R. I., where he de local First National store as clerk.
for ten days, went Sunday to Three
THIRTY-EIGHT loot cabin Cruiser for
and alterations to the Green Street first game or perhaps the score might
livered the yacht "Irving Olsen" to
hire at anytime for sailing or fishing,
have been different. It was clean
Rivers, Quebec.
FOR WEST POINT
CAMDEN
call FLYES GARAGE.
73-tf
School building, for which $2,000 was
summer parties.
SMITH WON SERIES
The members of the Federated
sport
throughout,
however
and
the
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
raised in March.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elmo
Crozier
and
Mr.
modern.
Apply
at
CAMDEN
&
ROCK

Circle will not be solicited for the
Mrs. Clarence Fish remains ill at Cong.
Moran Announces and Mrs. Leslie C. Deane motored to By Capturing Yesterday’s LAND WATER CO . Tel 634________ 68-tf
It was voted to accept the archi referee handled it beautifully. End
cooked food sale Wednesday, but all
to
end
play
continued
till
the
whistle
Community Hospital.
SMALL apartment now available.
tect's plans submitted by Miller &
Competitive Examinations Bar Harbor Sunday for the day.
Race At Camden—Excel MRS. A. H. JONES, 5 Talbot Ave. Tel
who can are asked to contribute.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold McBride and
Beal, of Portland, and to raise an sounded. At half time the score was
576_____________________________
72-tf
Mrs. Robert Clark, of Marlboro.
In the Second District
and Mrs- Jordan Plckell of
lent Time Made
daughter, Barbara, have returned to 1
additional $2.3G0 to carry out their Rumford 3, Rockland 2.
i APARTMENT to let modern ln every
------' Brantford, (Ontario, left last week
Mass., arrived here Saturday for a plans. Work will be begun immedi
, way. fine location. PHIL SULIDES Tel.
In the second half. Rockland kicked , West Roxbury, Mass., after a short I
sw 11 276-M, city___________________
79-tf
Congressman Edward C. Moran, Jr., | for home after a visit with their
visit with Mr. and Mrs. J. Russell
off.
Rumford
took
up
the
running
s
,
aj
.
here
A
brisk
southwest
wind
J 1
APARTMENT to
let completely re^
ately and rushed to completion.
of Rockland announced today that daughter, Mrs. Z. Andrews,
and
gave
Larson.
Falk
and
Mellqulit
Davis.
across the bay yesterday, and em- ! decorated with bath, heater, garage and
It was also voted to raise $500 to
Ralph Richards is in Community
garden space. 12 Knox St., Tel. 156-W.
Dr. and Mrs. Enoch Leathers, of
he has arranged with the United
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Dow and ploying it to the best advantage Clif- ’i ____________________________
install plumbing and toilet facilities all they could do. They held them Hospital for a major operation.
79-tf
Auburn, are guests for a few days at the Community Home to meet the out for a time but the young for
child
of
Augusta
have
been
visiting
,__ ,
HOUSE to let, modern, centrally loStates Civil Service Commission to
Mrs.
Anne
Ernst
of
Holyoke,
Mass.,
ford
Smith
of
Boston
was
first
Of
tl)C
cated:
also
3-room
furnished
apartment,
their parents, Mr. and1 Mrs. Earl
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold F. Dana.
wards of Rumford were too fast.
State requirements.
uai
____ .u- si-i.t. i!__ heated; 4-room apartment on Camden
Pratt scored the best goal of the ' U guest of
and Mrs Ralph John‘ conduct cxaminations °c‘
of aP‘ Dow and Mrs. Flora Butterfield.
HAJ boats to cross the finish line,, street, mrs frost. Tel 318-w. 79-tf
Funeral services for Grace M., wife
• • • »
game. Whytock played a great game. . son'
, plicants for the United States MiIi’
™o apartments to let at corner of
ol Rodney E. Jordan, who died Sun
Miss Ethel M. Burdette of Boston With 2’-i minutes to spare. The vie- I Union
and Orove Sts. Very reasonable,
Mrs. Elizabeth S. Turner
chalked up number 5 and then 6.1 Miss Eleanor Dougherty Is at' tary Academy, who are bona fide residay afternoon at her home on Brook
tory
gave
him
the
championhhip
of
i
mrs leola rose. 100 union st. 79-tf
was
guest
Saturday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
To the many who are indebted to
Rockland fought hard but was get Camp Pesquasawasls, Poland Spring. ’ dents of the Second Congressional Marion Grey.
lyn Heights, are being held today at
the July series The summary:
Elizabeth Sampson Turner for the ting tired. Not enough practice and
Miss Flora Fish of Rockland was 1 District.
2 o'clock from her late residence.
M
1. Clifford Smith—24—1 hr. 27
Nellie R. Ballard, principal of the
thorough instruction she gave them in
Mr. and Mrs. J. Emerson Watts,
lack of training showed up the city weekend guest of her brother and
min.
12
sec.
j
$
Ballard
Business
School,
reports
Applicants
must
advise
Congressthe days of their youth; to the many
I
who have been with Mrs. Watts
boys. One has to be in prime condi- i sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
2. 'William Taylor—13 1 hr. 30 \ £
man Moran before Sept. 15. of their I these Gregg shorthand awards to
who knew her when her brilliant so
••• ••• ••• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• *••••* 9£
brothers. Harry and Roy Simmons, in
tion to stand 90 minutes of play. Fish. Pearl street.
pupils for the month of June: Elaine min. 55 sec.
desire to take the examination.
cial qualities and her fine personal
Saugus, Mass., for several months,
Rumford boys train and practice and
MODERN seven room house and
Mrs. L. M. Chandler has scld her
3. W. J. Latta—14—1 hr. 31 min. garage.
Each applicant must send Congress- Richards of Rockland. Adelle Hawappearance made her a distinguished
Lot 63x80 feet. Excellent loca
are now visiting her nices, Misses
it certainly brought the points.
tion.
at 19 Franklin street. Tel. 186-R
cottage
at
Lake
Megunticook
to
her
man Moran a statement giving his ! kins of Tenants Harbor and, Virginia 14 sec.
figure; and to her many friends whe
for Information.___________________ 47*tf
Edith Watts and Cora Murdough,
Bunrns won the final score. Rum brother, L. B. Wardwell.
legal residence, his present post office j Leach of Rockland, gold pin for
4 Gardner-Hutchins—15—1 hr. 31
knew her strong character and enHOUSE at 90 Mechanic St., for sale, or
St. George.
. .
. .
ford was the just winner of a hard,
D.
C.
Washburn
of
Boston
has
to let. R K SNOW,___________
82-tf
address, his full name, date of birth wTiting 120 words per minute; Doris mln. 45 sec.
. ,,
,
, ,,,
edaring personality, the news of her clean game.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph W. Strout, of’
,__ __ „____
__ .
SPECIAL for sale: 70 farms. 50 city
been
visiting
Mrs.
Kate
Sherman,
5.
Jean
Defrees
—
16
1
hr.
31
mln.
and
school
attended
the
last
three
!
Hall
of
Rockville,
certificate
for
100
death at her home on Knox street
, and village homes, 23 cottages, many
Lynn. Mass., were weekend guests of
upper Elm street.
55 sec.
stores; land by lot or acre; cash or small
years. The examination will be open 1 words per minute.
last Saturday, after a long illness,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard O. Elliot.
c
IO
0
u.
oi
down. V. F. STUDLEY Tel.
Miss Jeanette Bryant of Melrose, to any boy who is a bona fide resi6. Aiilarea Hubbard—18—1 nr. 34 payment
1154 or 330.
79-tf
John Robbins motored this week
will bring more than passing regret
Miss Mabelle Brown and Arthur
Mass.,
spent
the
weekend
with
min.
10
sec.
dent
cf
the
Second
Conrgessionai
wit
h
Miss
Barbara
Moller
and
Miss
LARGE
farm
for
sale,
plenty
wood
and
and sorrow.
!
HOME-AG.-FAX
’
Healey, of Portsmouth, N H.. were
Good buildings, also farming
friends at Lake Megunticook.
7. —Cornelia Dodge—21—1 hr. 34 water.
District, which comprises Anc>.os- \ Betty Vonderlelgh of Darien, Conn.,
When 14 years bid she taught her •
tools.
ERNEST
TOLMAN.
West
Rock

t
visitors Sunday at the home of her
Mr. and Mrs. Walton Bradford coggin. Franklin, Kennebec, Knox, I to East Machias where they bought min. 55 sec.
port. Me
88*91
first term of school in Waldoboro,
parents, Capt. and Mrs. John Brown,
and Miss Mabel Rice of Tenants Lincoln, Somerset and Waldo Coun- a yacht. They are leaving soon for
8. Marjorie Hughson—17—1 hr. 34 AT Public Landing, for sale or to let.
her native town, showing then thc
Cash income of farmers for the
about acre of wharfage and space and
Upon return that night they were
Harbor
have
been
recent
guests
of
min.
50 sec.
Including former Curtiss Wright build
ties.
Beys
seeking
admission
to
the
a
cruise
to
the
South
Sea
Islands.
promise of success which was so first six months of 1936 aggregated
accompanied by Miss Brown's niece,
Agents.
Mrs.
F.
L.
Kennedy.
9. Andy Hutchins—2—1 hr. 34 ing and railway, X. L. SNOW CO.. 67-81-tf
Military Academy must be at least 17
Delmont Ballard and Miss Frances
amply realized in her later work.
$3,291,000,000
an
increase
of
$335.Mtss Elisabeth Brown, who will spend
The
annual
parish
picnic
of
St.
min.
55
sec.
years
old
and
not
have
reached
their
Leighton
returned
Sunday
night
to
To the Thomaston Bailey School 000.000 over the same period in 1935.
a week there, and Oliver Collamore,
Thomas Episcopal Church will take 22nd birthday at the time of the Yarmouth, after visiting his parents,
10 Julia Henry—6—1 hr. 35 min.
for seven years she gave of the best
who was returning to Boston, after
The
July
1
estimate
of
1936
potato
1
P‘ace Wednesday at the parish camp, opening of the school year. One Prin
11. Dotha Seaverns—20—1 hr. 35
endeavor of her young womanhood,
visiting his mother, Mrs. Frank Col
plantings for harvest totaled 3.216.700 Lake Megunticook. Those attending cipal and two alternates will be se
min. 01 sec.
and
the
town
is
her
debtor
for
her
in

lamore and sister, Miss Alice Colla
12. Stillman Kelley—22—1 hr. 36
fluence on its future citizens under acres, or nearly 10 percent lets than j w*ll leave the parish house at 2 lected.
more, for a week.
DR. MART REUTER, osteopathic phy
min. 10 sec.
Examinations will be held at Au
her tutelage. In her memory these the 1935 acreage and 3 percent below I o'clock. Picnic supper will be ensician. 1S8 Talbot avenue, Rockland.
President Wallace E . Mason, of
Taxi
from Main street upon request.
the average acreage harvested during 1 joyed.
13 Kitty Gribbel—5—1 hr. 36 min.
gusta, Lewisto nand Rockland.
79-tf
Keene. (N. H.) Normal School and pupils lived always as her friends nor the years 1928-32.
|
William
Stechschulte
of
Toledo,'
11
sec.
Boys from Rockland and vicinity
NOTICE—My wife Effie Grlgor having
Mrs Mason, who have been visiting did her keen personal interest in
•
•
•
•
one
of
the
three
young
men
who
14 Betsy Ross—10—1 hr. 36 min. left my bed and board. I wlll not be
may call at the office—427 Main
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Ayers, went to them ever lessen.
responsible for any debts she may Incur
Farmers’ co-operatves purchasing ' bought the Nellie York In Camden street.
12 sec.
After
her
marriage
to
Judge
Levi
after this date, July 21, 1936. MICHEAL
Deer Isle Monday for a few days'
oil. gasoline, insurance, irrigation | two years ago and started on a tour
88*90
15. MacNeille Bros.—19—1 hr. 39 GRIGOR.
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
with friends, planning to return here Turner, Portland was her home for electricity and other farm supplies around the world, has been in town
INSPIRATIONAL READINO. Construc
min.
55
sec.
over 30 years,, the golden years of ful
resident of Camden for many years.
tive. Helpful. 18 questions answeiW.
for a longer visit.
are today the fastest growing among [ recently. With him was his father
16. Betty Sailer—1—1 hr. 30 min. 28c and stamip. GEORGE A. JONES.
Bluehlll Falls, Maine. Prompt reply.
Fred Hinckley returned Friday to fillment. It was there she made the the 20.000 or more farmers business I and mother. Mr. and Mrs. William Mrs. Hart went to Quincy Friday to 1
22 sec.
89*91
be with her husband who is in the ,
Boston after a brief visit with Mr. devoted friendships which so en co-operatives in the country.
Stechschulte and three sisters. Miss city for treatment and died sudden
17. Martha Borland—7—1 hr. 40 min LADIES—Reliable nair goods at Rootriched
her
whole
life
and
were
of
in

and Mrs. Bowdoin L. Grafton.
• * • •
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
Jean, Miss Elizabeth and Miss Ruth.
34 sec.
solicited. H. O. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Smith of estimable comfort in these later days, j Maine blueberry factories bought It was their first visit to Maine and ly Sunday afternoon.
79-tf
18.
Watson
Bros.
—3
—
1
hr.
40
min.
Funeral services will be held from
Wollaston, Mass., who have been There her children, Katherine and 144.530 bushels of blueberries last they spent a week touring the State
SUITS remodeled, repairing, pressing
35 sec.
Ruth
(Mrs.
Donald
George)
were
the
residence
Wednesday
at
2
o'clock,
and
suits
made
to
measure.
NEW
YORK
spending two days with Mr. and Mrs.
year, paid an average price of $1.56 a as part of an auto trip from Toledo
19. David Day—23—1 hr 41 min TAYLOR, corner Main and Summer
Interment will be in Union.
Sts.
77-tf
John Hewett, returned name Friday. born. And it was there she had the bushel, and canned 174 883 cases of | to Quebec and the Provinces.
15 sec.
pleasure
of
realizing
and
sharing
the
Dr.
McClary
of
Philadelphia
who
LAWN mowers sharpened—called for
Mrs. F. John Baker, who has been
fruit. A total of 671,400 pounds of
Dr. C. IG. Rcbblns of Lawrence,
and
delivered.
Prompt
service.
CRIE
20.
John
Good
—
8
—
1
hr.
41
min.
is summering in Camden suffered in
under observation at Knox Hospital, many high honors which came to her fresh berries were frozen fresh.
HARDWARE CO. Tel 791, Rockland.
Mass., who is spending the summer juries to his left hip Saturday when
50 sec.
79-tf
• ♦ • »
for the past week, returned home distinguished husband. His death oc
at "Juniper Lodge," Lake Megunti his car, on the way to Rockland, was
21.
Poillon
Bras.
—
11
—
1
hr.
42
mln.
NOTICE
curred
in
1911
at
the
height
of
his
Some
people
take
their
overdrapes
Monday.
Notice ls hereby given that Calvin A.
cook, will occupy the pulpit of the in collision with a Dodge sedan oc
22. Nancy Krementz—25—1 hr. 42 Jagels
and Charles F. Dwinal. both of
down during the summer and use
The annual field day of the 12th career.
Baptist Church Aug. 2. 9 and 16.
Camden in the County of Knox and
min.
59
sec.
cupied by Mrs. Grace Benner of Wal
In 1923 she returned with her only the glass curtains which give a
State of Maine, have made application
OEJ5 district will be held Aug 3 at
Mrs. Anna J. Berry of Auburn, one
23. Osgood Bros —9—1 hr. 43 mln. to the Maine Board of Bar Examiners
Penobscot View Grange Hall, Glen daughters to her beloved Thomaston cooler and lighter effect. Other of the prominent Townsend speak doboro. Mrs. Benner had one elbow
for examination for admission to the bar
35
sec.
injured.
Dr.
McClary's
car
was
of the State of Maine, at the session of
where
she
had
since
made
her
home.
folks use slip covers of a nice slip
Cove. A picnic supper will be served
ers will address the local club Wed hurled from the road
the Board to be held at Portland^ Maine
24.
Philip
Lee
—
4—
1
hr.
46
min.
Besides
her
daughters
she
is
sur

pery
material
on
their
overstuffed
into
the
on the first Wednesday of August. A. D.
at 6.30, followed by a short business
25
sec.
nesday
night
in
the
K.
P.
hall.
Thc
1936 EDWARD W. ATWOOD. Secretary
bushes
about
40
feet.
meeting, an entertainment and danc vived by her grandson, Edward P. furniture from which the dust ana
of the Board.
84-T-90
dirt
seem
to
slide
away.
In
the
fall
|
P
u
t>lic
Ls
invited.
George
of
this
town;
a
sister,
Mrs.
ing.
Miss Louise Codman of Philadel
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
EAST UNION
Miss Elaine G. Wing, who has been Isabel Parsons’of Damariscotta, who when the slip covers are removed, it
UNITED STATES FOR THE
phia is visiting relatives in town.
is
the
last
of
the
family
of
James
almost
seems
like
having
new
furni

DISTRICT OF MAINE
guest of Rev. and Mrs H. S. Kilborn,
IN BANKRUPTCY
Howard Brooks was elected master |
AND UP
for the past week, returned Monday j Sampson and Caroline Trowbridge ture because the upholstery has been
To the Creditors of Stanley C. Boyn
An
Ad.
In
These
Mrs. Annie L. Hart
of
the
Grange
last
Tuesday
night
to
ton
of
Rockland,
ln the County of Knox
Sampson;
and
several
niecese
and
protected
during
the
summer
from
Your Old Range Taker in
to Cohasset, Mass.
and State of Maine.
Exchange
Word was received here yesterday fill the vacancy caused by t ehdeath
Notice ls hereby given that on the
Dr. and Mrs. Charles DeCosta re nephews, for whom she bore almost glaring sun or road dust.
Columns Will Sell
27th day of July. 1936. the said Stanley
of the sudden death in Quincy, Mass., of RoV H. Gould.
Atlantic Ranges are available in
turned to Presque Lsle Friday after the same deep affection as for her own
C. Boynton was duly adjudicated Bank
Black
and
All
Enamel
Finishes
rupt. and that the first meeting of his
Mrs.
Lilia
Morton
and
daughter,
children.
Sonny
sat
on
the
lower
step,
his
of
Annie
L.
wife
of
Dr.
Louis
Hart
of
Anything
From
a
a brief visit with their cousins, Mr.
creditors will be held at the Court House
Funeral services were held Mon face resting in two chubby hands.
this town. Besides her husband she Barbara, entertained several young
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
ln Rockland. Maine, on the sixth day of
and Mrs. John Hewett.
August, A, D. 1936, at eight o’clock ln
Needle to an Anchor.
"What's the matter, Sonny?” leaves one daughter, Mrs. Ruth friends Saturday at their cottage.
Lawyer and Mrs. Thomas Locke day in Portland, and interment was
the fore noon, Standard Time at which
time the said creditors may attend,
Alfreda
Young
and
Hazel
Young,
Pierce of Springfield, Mass.; two sons
asked a gentleman.
of Biddeford, were guests Friday of
Evergreen celnetery, Woodfords.
prove their claims, appoint a trustee,
What Do You Want
after
an
extended
visit
with
their
Hillard
Hart
of
Detroit.
Errold
Hart
'Nothin',
just
thinkin
’
,
”
replied
(Contributed).
examine
the Bankrupt, and transact
Warden and Mrs. Edward P. John
such
business as may properly come be
uncle,
George
Gracie
of
Billerica,
of
this
place
and
one
brother,
Rev.
sonny.
fore
said
meeting.
son.
to Sell ?
Bankrupt’s petition was filed July 24.
were accompanied by a cousin, Miss
TEL. 980
“Thinkin' how dumb trees are to William Luce of San Francisco.
J. Warren Everett, who has been C Used FumitunTW
1938.
313-325
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND
The deceased whose age was 68 Mass., have returned home. They
take off their clothes in winter an’
WALTER M SANBORN.
vLsiting his parents .Mr and Mrs. J.
47-tl
Referee ln Bankruptcy.
kWEAPWAWTADgl put 'em on in summer.”
was born in Union but had been a Marilyn Gracie
Herbert Everett, for tiie past week,
July 27, 1936.

In Everybody’s Column

, THOMASTON

»
♦

___

._

FOR SALE

♦

: LOST AND FOUND •

WANTED

THURSDAY

♦ Sommer Cottages J
— $1

$t**************n
TO LET

*♦ ~

REAL ESTATE

♦

I MISCELLANEOUS ;

Atlantic
RANGES

M9.50

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
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GEN. KNOX’S BIRTHDAY

ETY
Miss Emily Williams and Cecil
Williams, who have been guests of
Sterling Morse, have returned to
Kingston, Penn., accompanied by
Mrs. Mary Williams, who has been
the guest of Mrs. Nellie McKay.

I

e-e-e-e-e-e-#*-**

| Senter Crane Cem^ang

Mrs. H. H. Stickney and Mrs. Wil
liam Ellingwood gave a 1 o’clock
luncheon at the French Robbin Tea
Room, South Hope. Monday, honoring
Mrs. David Buffum of Leipzig, Ger
many. After luncheon the guests ad
journed to the summer home of Mrs.
Stickney at Crawford Lake for an
afternoon of bridge.
Honors in
bridge went to Mrs. Robert M. Mc
Kinley, Mrs. George Blaney, Miss
Charlotte Buffum and Mrs. E. F.
Glover with a guest prize for Mrs.
Buffum.

Dr. and Mrs. William Ellingwood
were at Belgrade Lakes Sunday. Dr.
T Club met Friday night with Mrs. Ellingwood attended the Council
Carl A Chrlstofferson at the Spear meeting of the Maine Medical Asso
cottage, Pleasant Beach.
ciation.
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton E. Morse
Miss Amanda Wood, who is spend
have returned from a visit in Bid ing the summer with relatives and
deford.
friends, left Saturday for a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Andersen, Chest
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Steeves nut Hill. Brookline, Mass. Enroute
and daughter Carolyn, Barbara Bod- she will be the guest of Mrs. Thomas
man, spent the weekend with Mrs. Douglas in Portland.
Steeves' parents on Lawn avenue.
Miss Barbara Mitchell of Portland,
All members of SOS. Club are to who for the summer is visiting her
report to Mary Richards this week parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Mitchell
for picnic plans.
of South Thomaston, has as her guest
Miss Virginia Parsons of Woodfords.
Miss Elizabeth E. Hall, who is
teacher of Senior English in Mel
Mrs. Charles Morton entertained
rose High School came Thursday to Corner Club Friday afternoon at her
spend the remainder of the summer home on Franklin street. Mrs Mida
with Mrs. Rodney, Masonic street.
Packard and Mrs. I. J. Shuman won
------x bridge honors.
Miss Mina Jenkins of Portland was
a weekend guest of her mother Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Morse who have
Choris Jenkins. Other guests at the been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Jenkins home on Myrtle street this Foster at Biddeford have returned
week are Mr. and Mrs. Lester Jen home.
kins of Lynn, Mass.
Mrs. Edward W. Peaslee has gone
Among those attending the Scout to Boston for a week's visit.
Camp at Raymond are Russell and
Mrs. Laura Sylvester of Auburn is
Elwood Hewett, Stanley Murray, Milton Robarts, Dick Spear, Billy Bick spending a few weeks with Mr and
nell, Dick Harris, "Chummy" Linnell Mrs.. Edw. N. Sylvester at the Bick
nell Block, and will be glad to see her
and Arthur Schofield.
friends while here.
The regular Masonic Assembly will
Justice and Mrs. William H. Fisher
be held at East Union Thursday
of Augusta were dinner guests of
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Smalley
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett en yesterday.
tertained the Albert H. Newbert As
Mrs. Fred McArthur of Beverly,
sociation at a picnic supper Friday
night at their cottage "Birch KnoU” Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. I
Jefferson Lake, 19 members attend- Leslie Cross at the Crass cottage
zng. Tlie next outing will be held at Cooper’s Beach.
the Davies cottage, Lucia Beach, with
Mrs. Hattie Davies and Mrs. Millie
Thomas as hostesses and Mrs. Belle
Frost, chairman of the supper com
mittee.
•
--- ---(By Pauline Ricker)
Mrs. Ida Bradstreet and daughter
Rockland Breakwater — Mrs.
Hilma are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew McBurney entertained at
Quincy Maker at Vinalhaven,
dinner Saturday evening in honor of
Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Bicknell and Mrs. Henry Bowes. Other guests in
family motored to Raymond Sunday cluded Miss Frances Pearson of
where their son Billy entered Camp Brooklyn, Mr. and Mrs. William Col
Hinds which is conducted for Boy lins, Mr. and Mrs. J. Scott Fowler,
Mr. Charles Eiseniohr and Mr.
Scouts.
Andrew McBurney, Jr. of Philadel
Mrs. John Baker who has been at phia.
• • • •
Knox Hospital the post week for ob
Mr. and Mrs. Carle Anderson of
servation has returned to the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Bowdoin Graf Melrose Park. Penn., is entertaining
Mrs. W. R. Goldberough of Meadow
ton, in Thomaston.
Brook. Pa. at Forest Farms Cottage,
Mrs. A. J. Murray is a guest of her The Samoset.
• ♦ • •
parents at Kezar Falls.
A stunt party was held in the ball
Board members of the Rubinstein room tonight and was attended by
Club met at the home of the presi many guests and cottagers. Novel
dent, Mrs. Lydia Storer. last week prizes were awarded the winners.
to discuss with Allan Ransay of Following the stunts there was danc
Bath, plans for a fall concert to be ing.
• • • •
given Jointly with Les CamaradK
Friday evening winners at Bingo
Musicaux of that city.
included Miss Florence Barrow ot
New York, Miss Letitia Pearson of
Miss Ruth Walters arrived Sunday Brooklyn, Mrs. W. W. Sketchley of
from Farmitigdale to be the guest of Philadelphia. John Parbey of Read
Mrs. Castera Means.
ing, Penn., Mrs. W. R. Biddell of
Osgoode Hall, Toronto; F. B. McMrs. Harry Richards, Vis:- Dorothy
Questen of Marblehead, Mrs. James
Ayer, Cnaries Campbell and E. M. Russell ' of Gramercy Park North
Ayer of Greenfield, Mass., were Sun
and F. E. Irsch of Westfield N. J.
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Knott C
• • • •
Rankin, Mr. Ayer extending his visit
The winners in the weekly putting
for several days.
match were Mrs. W. W. Sketchley
and Robert Collins of Philadelphia.
Capt. and Mrs. A. B. Norton have Miss Helen Ficks of Cincinnati and
returned from Machias where they Mr. James Russell of New York. Mrs.
were called by the illness of Mrs. Frances Jackson donated a prize for
Morton's sister, Mrs. William John Juniors who were also competing.
son, who is a patient in Dr. Hanson’s This prize was won by Richard
hospital.
Collins of Philadelphia.
• * • •
Mr. and Mrs. Irl Hooper have re
E. W. Wheeler general councel of
turned from Sedgwick where they the Maine Central Railroad and
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Mrs. Wheeler of Brunswick arc
spending the weekend at the Samo
Brown.
set.
• • • •
Carl W. Hull, formerly a popular
Arrivals include Mr. and Mrs.
resident of Rockland; and Francis
McNerney, both of Dubois, Penn., George F. Johnston of New York, Dr.
have been camping guests of Mr. and and Mrs._ A. B. yan Vranken of
Mrs. J. H. Ward at “What Cheer” Schenectedy, Miss Amy M. Miller,
cottage, Elmore, for the weekend Miss Clara C. Miller and G. Howard
They are just finishing a 2000-mile Miller of Brooklyn. M. C. Bradley
camping trip which has taken them assistant comptroller of the Boston
through the Adirondacks and the & Maine and Mrs. Bradley of Bos
Gaspe Peninsula. Mr. Hull is the ton, Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Nelles and
librarian at Dubois and visited Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Little of Montreal
many friends in Rockland during his Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Carver of Cincin
nati, Joseph P. Manning of Boston
visit. They left for home Monday.
and Mr. and Mrs. John 8. Brookes
Hammock tops and covers, truck of Washingtoin. D. C., and Mr. Ed
covers, all canvas work, waterproof ward J. Callagher treasurer of the
ing of canvas. Rockland Awning Co. Boston & Miaine and Mrs. Callagher
of Winchester, Mass.
Tel 1262-W.
87-91

Fiue

Patriotic Organizations Again Unite To Honor
tke Revolutionary Hero

Floors of Values

>e**e»e-e~e«>e-*e~e*^»e-

The anniversary of the birth of1 Jarvis C. Perry, Rockland; Arthur E.
Gen. Henry Knox was observed in the McDonald, Thomaston.
Mrs. Lois M. Creighton, Past Presi- f
usual becoming manner at Thomas
dent
of the Knox Memorial Associa- f <
ton Saturday, with exercises at the
cemetery, where the remains of the tion, was elected an honorary presi- j ~
Revolutionary hero lie, and at thc dent of the Association.
It was voted that the president ap- '
mansion “Montpelier," erected as a
point
a committee from the Associa
lasting memorial to his greatness.
The ceremony at Gen. Knox's grave tion to join the committee appointed
at 9 o'clock in the morning included from Gen. Knox Chapter, D.A.R., of
Thomaston, to work on securing an
prayer by Rev. Corwin H. Olds of
appropriation from Legislature for
Rockland, chaplain of the Knox Me
morial Association; taps by Mtss the support of “Montpelier.”
Mrs. Snow then Introduced Dr.
Marion Harvie of Rockland; and the
Henry Thatcher Fowler, who with a
placing of a bouquet of flowers on the
grave by the great-great-grandson of few remarks introduced Prof. Thomas
M. Griffiths, of the History Depart
Gen. Knox, Dr. Henry Thatcher Fow
ment at Colby College. Prof. Grif
ler of Harmony, R. I.
fiths gave some very interesting his
These ceremonies were attended by
torical facts concerning the life of
members of the Knox Memorial As
Gen. Knox. Prof. Griffiths is plan
sociation, Gen. Knox Chapter. Daugh
ning to write of Knox's lile, particuters of the American Revolution, Pine
i larly of his activities in this locality,
Cone Troop, Girl Scouts of America
and is now collecting data for this
and Battery F, Coast Artillery Corps
purpose. Up to the present time no
of this town and of Lady Knox Chap
complete history of this statesman
ter, D.A.R. of Rockland.
has been written.
The annual meeting of the Knox
In the afternoon “General" and
Memorial Association was held in the
“Mrs. Henry Knox" received their
housekeeper's room in the basement of
guests in the oval room of "Mont
"Montpelier," the meeting being
pelier." Gen. Knox was portrayed by
called to order by the president, Mrs.
Edward P. Johnson, warden of the
Anne Snow of Rockland.
Maine State Prison, and Mrs. Knox
The president gave a report of the
by Mrs. Katherine C. Derry of Rock
Home Industries Shop which is con
land. They were dressed in Colonial
ducted at "Montpelier" showing a de
costumes. Assisting hostesses, also in
cided gain over last year.
costume, were Mrs. Helen Carlson.
Mrs. Marcia Binford of Roxbury,
Mrs. Clara Thurston. Mrs. Eva Wis
State Regent, was the speaker at thc
ner, Mrs. Joshua N. Southard and
meeting, and in her talk impressed
Mrs. Alice Karl regent of Lady Knox
her listeners with the fact that all
Chapter of Rockland, Mrs. Hazel M.
D.A.R. orders in Maine are supporting
Anzalone regent of Gen. Knox Chap- ,
the Mcntpelier movement.
ter of Thomaston. Mrs. Lavinia G.
The report of the curator, who is
Elliot of Thomaston, and Miss Kath
also chairman of the house furnish
erine Aageson of Bloomfield, N. J. and
ing committee, was given by Mrs.
Spruce Head.
Kathleen 8. Fuller of Rockland.
The following program was pre
These officers were elected:
sented in the afternoon on the front
President, Mrs. AnneSnow of Rock
lawn of "Montpelier."
land.
Singing of "Yankee Doodle" and
First Vice President, Alfred M
"America, the Beautiful" by members
Strout of Thomaston.
of the Junior Choirs of the Baptist
Second Vice President, Harry C.
Church and the Federated Church
Moody of Thomaston.
under the direction of Mrs. Edith
Third Vice President, Frank H. In
Richards and Mrs. Grace M. Strout.
graham of Rockland.
“Historical Facts of the Life of
Fourth Vice President, Mrs. Irene
Knox" by Prof. Thomas M. Grif
Moran of Rockland.
fiths of Waterville.
Treasurer, Harry S. Stewart of
Prof. Wilbert Snow of Wesleyan
Thomaston.
University, Middletown, Conn., who
Chaplain, Rev. Corwin H. Olds of
Brief Notes of Travel by
summers at Spruce Head Island, gave
Rockland.
Leah M. Ramsdell
a very interesting talk on "General
;•
Recording and Corresponding Sec
Henry Knox, a Man of Action.”
retary, Mrs. Katherine C. Derry of
The minuet was danced by Betty
Rockland.
THE RIVIERA
O'Brien, Betty Holmes, Beverly Glen
Registrar,
Mrs.
Mabel
H.
Creighton
A day to be remembered was July
denning, Vina Delmonico, Barbara
10—my first sight of the Rock of of Thomaston.
Koster, Patricia Perry, Katherine
Librarian, Miss Lizzie S. Levensaler
Gibraltar, the “Pillar of Hercules''
Libby and Joan Look of Rockland,
Since it is a British garrisoned area, of Thomaston.
pupils of the Doris Heald School of
Curator, Mrs. Kathleen S. Fuller of
battleships were anchored about the
Dancing.
Rockland.
harbor.
Music throughout the afternoon was
Custodian, Capt. Arthur J. Elliot of
On arrival at the quay in a tender,
furnished by Harvie’s Orchestra of
Thomaston.
we were taken by horse and carriage
Rockland.
Auditor, Miss Harriet R. Williams
part way up the steep, winding
Bouquets of garden flowers in the
streets to explore the Rock; we of Thomaston.
patriotic colors were artistically ar
Board of Trustees: Judge Edward
walked when the horse got tired.
ranged throughout the Mansion by I
After the bits of knowledge learned K Gould, Rockland, chairman; Harry Miss Rita C. Smith and Miss Mar
at different points in the galleries, C. Moody, Thomaston; Charles A. garet G. Ruggles of Thomaston.
we descended to the Alameda gar Creighton, Thomaston; Dr. Henry
Outside the Mansion and grounds J
dens, where we enjoyed the mag Thatcher Fowler, Harmony, IR. I.; were decorated with American flags j
nificence of far-reaching views.
by Alfred M. Strout of Thomaston.
Opposite Gibraltar is Ceuta,
Refreshments of ice cream and cake
Spanish stronghold in Morocco,
were served by members of Pine Cone '
Here, with shadowy, twisting streets,
Troop, Girl Scouts of America, who
MORRIS HALL
arched overhead, we breathed the
also acted as pages.
Tenant’s Harbor, Maine
atmosphere of the past. Arabs
About 509 persons attended the I
greeted us. But the charm of charms
FRIDAY, JULY 31
celebration, and of these 370 regis
of North Africa we found at Tetuan,
8.30 P. M.
tered.
where the natives are unspoiled by
Music By
The weather on this day was par
1936 ‘‘hustle and bustle.” We felt
ticularly clear, ideal for such an oc- |
Colonial Orchestra
their spell over us as we wandered
of Boston
casion.
through their places of business,
SIX PIECES
The orchestra played in the oval
Admission 25c and 35c
smelling the twang of fish, meat,
room and strains of music could be
dyes, leather goods, etc. What a pity
heard all over the house which added
to have Tetuan modernized. May it
greatly to the pleasure of the after
never be!
noon.
Spain has its fascination. Over the
WED.-THURS.
neutral ground to San Roque and
Mrs. Lucretia Kaler of East Wal
thence to Algeciras we went. The,
doboro is seriously ill.
The Romanceroads were splendid, but neither thej
Thrill Sensation
natives nor their homes were pros
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Ricker and
perous-looking. Just a building here That Tops
friends of Peabody, Mass., and Mr.
and there attracted attention—a Them Alll
and Mrs. John J. McKinnon of
white building trimmed in blue—the
Ridgewood, N. J„ are occupying the
railway station.
Realizing that
Winchenbaugh cottages at Spruce
Algeciras is famous for its bull fights,
Head for two weeks.
we visited the arena, but witnessed
no fight.
Next we visited Villefranche, port
of Nice, France. (I might add here
that beggars had left us. Previous
cities abounded in persons of all
ages saying with extended hands,
“Gimme"). Joyous throngs filled the
streets, shaded by palms. We fol
lowed the famous drive, the Grand
Comiche, winding over the foothills
of the French Alps, past Roman
ruins to that alluring principality of
Monte Carlo in Monaco, where we
Genius gone wrong—a carew
visited the Casino. Many of the wrecked and love trapped in the
Roma's passengers participated in tentacles of a twisted mind!
the gambling just for the experience.
I didn't know how.
NOW PI. VYING
Now that we had traveled many
“WillIE ANGEL"
miles over the beautiful French
with
Riviera, we anticipated the Italian
KAY FRANCIS
Riviera, always finding colorful,
exotic places facing the lazy, blue
Mediterranean. The latter starts at
Genoa, “The Haughty,” where
Columbus was born.
I shall tell you more about this
Phone 892
city of rugged beauty on second call.
MAT. 2. EVE 6:45 A 8:45
Our cry now is, “All aboard for
CONT. SAT. 2:15 to 10:45
Naples."

5;

BURDELLS DRESS SHOP
FINAL CLEARANCE SALE
of all

SUMMER DRESSES AND KNITWEAR

NOTICE TO OUR

Beginning Today

CUSTOMERS

Cotton goods of all kinds

have advanced consider

/"'-f

f

ably in price. We have
covered for a

^4

limited time

• only

and our prices have

not

been changed from

i,

*

'

I
1

A

8®

their recent lows.

RJ'rt

We advise you to cover

your needs in all Domes

REGULAR ’4?‘5. MODELS

tics, Blankets, Towels, etc.
at once.

We feature Pequot Sheets.

Being sold io make room
for our. New fall St/iei

f

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Weekend guests registered at Cres
cent Beach Inn included Miss Marie
Cramer, New York City, Miss Delia
Mudgett, Bangor ;Mrs. Nathaniel A.
White. Miss Charlotte White and
Robert and David White, Wenonah,
N. J.; Mrs. J. Nolan and three
daughters, Union City, N. J., Mr. and
Mrs. Frank E. Small. Wollaston,
Mass.; Mrs. R. L. Gorman. Boston;
Mrs. L. F. Thubault. Boston and Mr.
and Mrs. C. E Gilbert and family,
Waterbury, Conn

Wolcott Blair who has been vaca
tioning at the J. Kersley Mitchell
house at Islesboro is a surgical pa
tient at Knox Hospital.
.Mrs. Malvina S. Crawford, who
makes her home with Capt. and Mrs.
George Horton, celebrated her 96th
birthday
Saturday,
entertaining
friends from many places, including
Seal Harbor and New York. Among
them was her great-great-great niece
Miss Barbara York of New York. Two
birthday cakes were among the day's
remembrances, which included also
flowers, fruit and many cards. After
the busy day Mrs. Crawford ex
pressed a desire to spend the night
at "Camp Repose" the Hortons' sum
mer home in Cushing, where the
next day she entertained neighbors
and other friends. Gilts for the
aged woman continued to arrive yes
terday. Nobody has ever disputed Mrs.
Crawford's claim to being the oldest
feminine resident of Rockland.

SEMI-ANNUAL
SALE OF

WALKOVER
LADIES’ SHOES
NOW IN PROGRESS
ENDS
SAT. NIGHT, AUG. 1
THIS WEEK ONLY

Get Your Size Early at These
Low Prices

$3.95, $4.95, $5.95

McLain Shoe Store
A GOOD PLACE TO BUY GOOD
FOOTWEAR
MAIN ST.,

NEAR LIMEROCK

Abroad In 1936 *

DANCE

From July 24th to Aug 2nd, during our Polly Preston
Shoe Sale, we are offering Genuine Rollins Runstop Hosiery
from our regular stock.

$1.15 HOSIERY at ................................................................... 98
S1.C6 HOSIERY at ............................................................................ HI

85c HOSIERY at ......
79c HOSIERY, 2 pairs for ...................................................

79
1.0(1

This is an excellent opportunity to fill that Hosiery Club
Card

BLACKINGTON’S
310 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND
88-90

“THE OLD LANTERN”
Belfast, Me.

3 High St.

Tel. 397

Dinners and Luncheons Served By Appointment
Special Attention Given To Clubs and Parties
ANN A. HASKELL, Hostess

9OT93

WEDNESDAY NIGHT |
is

BANK NITE
TOTAL AWARDS

THURSDAY
TROUBIE-SHCOTERS ...
w.th WOMAN TROUBIEI
Crackling cablet
underseas)
Live-wire blondes
ashore)

V*
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CELEBRATION WEEK IN WARREN

A,«\e*F>*
h,n,2 liHIrni. ?>—
v\d''
By RODNEY E FIU.EP
COMMISSIONER — SEA
SEA*~» SWORE ASHEPIES
ASHEClES ‘

(Continued from Page One)

Library will be three by Arthur
Prince Spear of Brookline, Mass., and
Friendship, included in that three
a portrait of the late Gen. Ellis Spear
his father; and two painted by
Clytie French Spear, of Brooklyn, N.
Y„ commercial artist in New York
City. There also will be crayon
pictures drawn by Miss Emily Eaton,
daughter of Cyrus Eaton, Town his
torian.
The latch string is out to all
especially to former natives now
located in neighboring towns. The
cordial invitation is extended to all
to come enjoy this celebration.

Get Yourself the 4 new

Landing" wTitten especially for the
occassion by Robert P. Tristram
Coffin, poet of Brunswick, winner of
the Pulziter Prize, professor of Eng
Many false rumors are being circu-7 adopt a plan for the propagation of
lish Literature at Bowdoin College
lated throughout the State regarding its lobsters and if the Department
A thorough, prepared, history of the
,
___„„„.
can succeed in carrying out this
sites for our proposed lobster rearTown will be given by Judge E. K.
a
work it will have accomplished a
ing station and other projects that I tremendously imporUnt job.
Gould, of Rockland, Maine historian.
might be necessary in this work.
• • • •
Rev. Howard A. Welch will offer the
The Service Club “Pish Week" was
There has been no decision reached
player, and Rev. H. I. Holt will speak
briefly. There will be special music
on this matter as yet and none will a big success and more than 5.000 J
.be available
, until
,,, ______
by the men’s quartet. Chester Wyllie,
a morerepresentative
complete
H men in every section 1
of the State were familiarized with
Roger Teague, Charles Wilson and
survey of the coastline and the the objects ot the Department ln j
John Robinson
methods to be used is marie. Many rebuilding the fishing industry.
liiMi c new iitai*
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